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Welcome to the third issue of our examination PE magazine, we have listened carefully to your views and as a result
a lot of improvements are planned for our next issue.

TWO MAGAZINES:
64 pages is not enough! From September Balls Magazine will produce a magazine for examination PE for 16-19 year
olds (available in print and electronically) as well as one for 14-16 year olds (available electronically). This will enable
us to give you more articles which will be even more relevant to your course specification.

USE YOUR e-LEARNING CREDITS:
Balls Magazine has been awarded Curriculum Online status so you can now use your institution’s e-learning credits
to buy the electronic copies of the magazines and our powerpoint lessons.

IMPROVED ELECTRONIC COPY:
The September electronic copies of Balls Magazine will be published for you to view digitally and are completely
interactive featuring internal links to articles from contents page, links to all email addresses and web pages
referenced within the articles and adverts. Complete search facility of magazine all enabled for you to navigate the
magazine as quick as possible and to read and print out at your leisure. 

MORE EXAMINATION PRODUCTS:
We hope you enjoy our free* ‘Revision Quiz’ powerpoint. We have extended our range of powerpoint lessons and
please continue to tell us of any other titles you believe would help the delivery of examination PE. 

*Free to existing subscriptions

The articles are designed to be used for a
number of purposes;

• Give out the article as background reading the week before you teach it.
• Use the article in class and select the most appropriate tasks to be answered.
• Use the articles in conjunction with student text books to enable students to 

understand and ‘bring to life’ text book content.
• Use as homework tasks or extended reading.
• Order class sets or get your students to subscribe to the magazine, therefore 

encouraging them to independently research and read around their subject.
• Put the electronic copy on your college’s intranet or copy onto CD-Rom for 

your students.

Please continue to send your suggestions
to info@balls-sportsmagazine.co.uk

www.balls-sportsmagazine.co.uk

HOW TO USE BALLS MAGAZINE:
We have made this magazine easier to use. 
If you are looking for a specific aspect of examination PE then look
for the following colour coded articles;

Anatomy, Physiology and Biomechanics 

Fitness and Training

Sports Psychology and Skill Acquisition

Social, Cultural and Historical Aspects

Comparative Studies

Elite Performance

Synoptic Studies

Coursework 

Revision and Examination

BALLS MAGAZINE:

EDITORIAL
ALL CHANGE: 

mailto:info@balls-sportsmagazine.co.uk
http://www.balls-sportsmagazine.co.uk
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Lance Armstrong’s
autobiography was called ‘It’s
not about the bike’. Iain
Simpson of Oakham School
explores exactly what it was
that made him such a
unbeatable champion of the
tour.

ENERGY SYSTEMS
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TASK:

Throughout this article list the words that you have may not understand.
After reading the article produce a glossary in your own words. Check your
own definitions with those provided by your exam board to produce some
revision notes.

The triumphs and successes of Lance Armstrong are among the most
impressive in sporting history. Much has been written regarding his
fight to overcome cancer and his subsequent seven Tour de France
victories. But what made Armstrong physiologically unbeatable for so
long? What set him above the rest in sport’s toughest test of
endurance? An understanding of Armstrong’s aerobic capacity and the
workings of his anaerobic lactic system give a real insight into the
cyclist’s greatness and his biochemical recipe for success.

In endurance events such as long distance cycling, aerobic respiration
is the major means of fuelling exercise. The development of the
cardiovascular respiratory system is extremely evident in Tour cyclists
who will exhibit hereditary suitability as well as trained adaptations for
high duration low intensity exercise. Armstrong’s maximum heart rate in
his mid thirties was over 200; well above 220 minus age.  Larger stroke
volume and cardiac output, increased respiratory efficiency, a high
proportion of slow twitch muscle fibres, a high VO2Max and increased
mitochondrial activity all characterise the Tour professional. But what
distinguishes the pelaton rider from the champion?

As the cyclist rides glucose is broken down in the cytoplasm of the
muscle cell by the enzyme phosphofructokinase to yield 2 molecules of
ATP in the initial stage of the aerobic system. Pyruvic acid and
hydrogen ions are produced as a result. We need to get both into the
mitochondria in order for the next stage of aerobic respiration to take
place and hence bring about the complete breakdown of glucose
(yielding a further 36 ATP). Hydrogen is picked up by NAD to form
NAD2 and then the Hydrogen is off loaded to oxygen (oxidized) leaving
Pyruvic acid free to pass into the mitochondria. This works well at low
intensities when there is sufficient oxygen to fuel the exercise. During a
tour stage the intensity of exercise increases towards the end of a race
or during a hill climb. As aerobic metabolism struggles to meet the
demands of the exercise insufficient oxygen is available and the Pyruvic
acid must take back the hydrogen ions from NAD to prevent a build up
of hydrogen, and so Lactic acid formed by the action of the enzyme
lactate dehydrogenase. 

In our muscle cells we have lactic acid – in our blood stream it
combines with sodium and is referred to as Lactate.

It is important therefore to realise the role the partial breakdown of
glucose has in kick starting aerobic respiration as well as in the
production of lactic acid. It does not need a particularly high intensity of
exercise for some pyruvic not to enter the mitochondria and to be
transformed into lactic acid. However, at relatively low levels of intensity
we can recycle it and prevent its build up. It is generally accepted that
at a level of 4mmol of lactate per litre of blood, the body is unable to
recycle the lactate as fast as it is being produced and that if exercise is
maintained at the same intensity then lactate will accumulate. This level
of 4mmol of lactate per litre of blood is the point beyond which lactic
acid will accumulate and is not affected by training. This figure is
therefore referred to as the absolute anaerobic threshold. This point is
now accurately described as the Onset of Blood Lactate Accumulation
(OBLA). Although the absolute anaerobic threshold will not change
there is evidence that the body’s ability to tolerate the presence of
lactate improves. 

Lance Armstrong:
the Physiology of a Champion

ALL IMAGES: GETTY
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Testing Anaerobic
threshold
Many athletes test anaerobic threshold to assess
their progress and state of fitness. It is often
perceived that lactate testing is used to test
anaerobic capacity or the capacity of the anaerobic
lactic system. Conversely it is actually a test of
aerobic capacity. When Armstrong’s medical team
tested the great man the figures produced allowed
Armstrong to know at what intensity he could
compete aerobically and maintain power output for
the long periods required by Tour riding. Riding too
close to or above the figure would result in lactate
accumulation and the inevitable loss in output.
Since it is generally accepted that everyone has the
same reading of 4mmol/l (Absolute Threshold)
athletes are therefore interested in readings taken
when they reach that level. These include speed or
power output, heart rate and the percentage of
VO2Max. Cyclists measure power output (watts) at
4mmol/l; something done year after year by Lance
Armstrong to assess his preparation for the Tour de
France. In effect lactate threshold testing quantified
the limits of Armstrong’s aerobic capacity.

number was 6.7(watts/kgs), the target he aimed to
reach before the start of each of his Tour de France
attempts; the figure that he and his medical team
predicted was required to win a Tour de France. In
the months before the race if he was producing 450
watts at threshold and weighing in at 79kg his
number would be around
5.6. Armstrong’s team
would know exactly what
he would need to do to
achieve 6.7. A weight of
75 kg would require a
threshold reading of
502.5watts. Losing surplus
body fat was as important
in the final weeks before the Tour as increasing
sustainable leg power. In many ways Armstrong’s
ability to bring about changes through dedicated
training has been at the root of his success. Ed
Coyle, director of the Human Performance
Laboratory at the University of Texas at Austin, who
tested Armstrong for 13 years has stated that the
cyclist is not superhuman but that he has trained so
smartly that he has been able to make changes in
performance greater than almost any other athlete.

As athletes train they will develop increasingly
efficient aerobic systems with increased oxygen
delivery and mitochondrial respiration. Oxygen
delivery is improved by increased respiratory

efficiency, cardiac hypertrophy, vascular development and an increase in red blood
cells. Mitochondria increase in size and number and there is an increase in oxidative
enzymes. This all means that when intensity of exercise increases the aerobic system
will be able to meet the demands of the exercise for longer. In practical terms in a Tour
de France hill climb as the gradient of the hill starts to increase Armstrong will be able to
fuel the climb aerobically when those around him are having to work anaerobically and
inevitably building up lactic acid. When the climb gets even steeper all cyclists will be

working beyond their
anaerobic threshold. What
sorts the champion from the
also rans now is the ability to
tolerate lactic acid. This
lactate tolerance can be
divided into physical and
psychological. Physically in

the presence of lactic acid the resultant acidosis hinders the effect of the enzymes and
reduces the mitochondria’s rate of energy production. Through training the blood
develops a buffering capacity which neutralises acidity. This can also be replicated by
ergogenic processes such as soda loading. Psychologically strong individuals may be
able to continue performing at greater intensity for longer towards the end of climbs and
briefly ignore the pain produced by the irritation of nerve endings. Armstrong was
certainly psychologically immense. Where Armstrong seems to differ almost freakishly is
not in his heart size, red blood cell count or vasculature, all of which are no doubt
impressive but instead in his inability to accumulate lactate. In normal athletes in
sustained exercise of increasing intensity once the anaerobic threshold is reached and
passed, blood lactate readings will sore to the high 20s. In all readings ever taken on
Armstrong no reading was ever taken recording lactate of higher than 6mmol/l. Lance
Armstrong’s perseverance, dedication and out and out courage have never been in
doubt. What is clear in great endurance athletes is that without the physiology, without
the right numbers mental toughness is will not be enough.

Armstrong’s testing involved the use of a strain sensor built into his pedal crank
measuring the force in watts he was producing at any given time. The test involved riding
a 1km hill climb at increasing intensities. Armstrong would use the strain sensor’s
handlebar monitor to ride the kilometre initially at a constant 300watts. At the end of the
climb a pin prick blood sample would be taken from his finger; the level of lactate would
be analysed in a hand held device and plotted on a graph against the intensity. Armstrong
would free wheel back down the hill and repeat the climb, increasing the intensity by 25
watts each time. When the lactate reading reached 4mmol/l, the absolute anaerobic
threshold, Armstrong’s team would have the force reading they required. This reading
represented the current state of Armstrong’s physical conditioning. Armstrong’s readings
were routinely 450-475watts; nowhere near the figures produced by the likes of sprinters

such as Chris Hoy during a kilo race (1km
time trial), but at threshold the sustainability is
the impressive element.  You can easily
appreciate the intensity of this level of exercise
by rowing on a Concept II rowing machine
and setting the display to show power output.
In cycling, one of the most clinical and
respected records is “The Hour” when
distance covered is the recorded variable.
Cyclists trying to beat the hour record will
cycle at a power output of 400watts. 

Wattage alone was not sufficient to predict Armstrong’s performance. The other important
factor was Armstrong’s weight. The lighter Armstrong could get and maintain the high
threshold force reading the faster he would be able to ride. For this to be quantified simply
the threshold figure is divided by the rider’s weight in kilograms. Armstrong’s magic

TASK:
Have a go at seeing how long you can
maintain that output on the Concept II!

TOP TIP:
To download a lesson plan based on the
science of Lance Armstrong, and buy the
excellent supporting video/dvd, go to 

http://school.discovery.com/teachersguides/pdf/technology/
ds/science_of_lance_armstrong.pdf 

References

Michael Hutchinson - The Hour – Sporting Immortality the Hard Way – Yellow Jersey Press

Lance Armstrong – It’s not about the bike – My Journey back to life – Yellow Jersey Press

Daniel Coyle – Lance Armstrong – tour de force – Harper Sport

Stefan Lovgren - The Science of Lance Armstrong: Born, and Built, to Win - 
National Geographic News  - July 22, 2005

“As athletes train they will develop increasingly
efficient aerobic systems with increased
oxygen delivery and mitochondrial respiration”.

“Wattage alone was not sufficient to
predict Armstrong’s performance. 
The other important factor was 
Armstrong’s weight”.
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BigSurf
Body shape and size, known
as a person’s somatotype,
can often be seen as
influential within many
sports. In fact in some sports
it is obvious to see that for
optimal performance
specific positions require
specific body somatotypes,
tall and muscular centre
backs in football for
example...

http://www.hotshots-sports.co.uk
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...But just how important is an athlete’s somatotype when
competing at an optimal level?  We take a look at the ever growing
sport of Surfing, catching up with Martin, Matz and Stef from
Discovery Surf School, to see if body shape and size affects
performance within this highly expressional individual activity.

TASK: In pairs discuss a range of individual and team
sports concentrating on just how influential the
performer’s somatotype is to successful performance.

Body Somatotype can be measured through ‘anthropometric’ data
such as height, weight and body composition information (e.g.
body fat). Broadly, somatotypes are grouped into three categories;
Ectomorph, Mesomorph and Endomorph. Ectomorphs are
characterised by being tall and thin, whilst Mesomorphs have a
more muscular stature. Endomorphs have a larger % body fat and
are often shorter in height. Categorising an athlete into a
particular somatotype is not always simple as they display traits of
each group. With this in mind we can place an athlete within a
somatotype diagram known as a somatochart.

TASK: Using a somatochart, place yourself and three
other classmates on it considering the criteria for each
category. How does the somatotype you fit into relate to
the sport each of you play?  Are there any differences?

How does body shape affect the sport of surfing?  We took three
surfers of varying body shape and collected some basic
anthropometric measurements. Alongside these measurements
we discussed how they differed in style and performance looking
to see if there was a link between the two. Martin, Matz and Stef
from Discovery Surf School are widely known in the South West for
performance surfing. They range in experience from 20 to 7 years,
however, regularly surf together and get in the water on average
around 3 times a week for about 2 hours. When comparing the
three surfer’s body type we took basic measurements of height,
weight and body composition using a handheld monitor. The data
shows that the three surfers fall within several somatotype
characteristics. Martin shows traits of both Ectomorph and
Mesomorph build, Matz fits within the Ectomorph group and Stef
shows both Meso and Endomorph characteristics.

So with this data collected is it possible
that their body shape changes the way they
surf?  We asked them.

Q: What about at professional level?  Is there a link between body
shape of the pro surfers and their style or performance? Is there
also a difference between your surfing styles?

M: Smaller helps, but I don’t think size makes too much
difference. It can actually be better if you’re bigger in bigger surf
when you need more weight. It’s quite natural for a person to try
and compare – but I really like Occy (Mark Occhilupo) but he’s not
like my body shape, my style’s nowhere near but I really like some
of the individual things he does – it’s more like a motivational
thing. My styles more like Shane Dorian, however he’s the same
build just a little smaller than me.

MZ: All the pros are fairly big (muscular), especially the
shoulders and most are under 5,11. Taj Barrow is the exception as
he’s quite short and a little larger (body comp.) but he rips, where
as Kelly Slater’s the same height but really well built. If you’re light
then it’s easier to surf smaller waves than if you’re big and heavy.

S: If you look at the professionals there are different body types,
but most are the athletic types. Smaller can help though as you
have a lower centre of gravity. If you look at the more athletic guys
they’re more powerful creating more spray on their turns (like
Pancho Sullivan) whereas the skinnier guys often do more airs.
Yeah, but I also think it’s from where we were brought up surfing. It
depends what kind of wave you were brought up on.

TASK:Visit
http://news.bbc.co.uk/sportacademy/hi/sa/rugby
_union/features/newsid_3713000/3713092.stm and
use the information to compare body shape and
size within different rugby positions.

TASK:
Using the above testing methods, comment on the
reliability and validity of the tests carried out. What
are the advantages and disadvantages of such tests?

TASK:
Visit www.360photography.co.uk and see if you can
spot other pictures of surfers with different body
types. What differences in performance and style can
you see?  Do these actions relate to their body shape?

NAME HEIGHT (m) WEIGHT (kg) BODY COMP.(%) BMI

Martin 1.8 78.8 18.5 23.7

Matz 1.81 63.1 12.6 19.5

Stef 1.75 79.3 19.8 25.8

“When comparing the three surfer’s body type we took basic
measurements of height, weight and body composition using a
handheld monitor”.

Fig 2. shows Matz taking a flying lesson. Matz’s
lighter ectomorph body characteristics  allow
him to boost massive airs in what’s seen as the
newest style of performance surfing.

Fig 1. shows Martin in the barrel in a
sizable swell showing that his combination
of ecto and mesomorph body types
certainly helps him in bigger waves.
Barrel riding is seen as the ultimate skill
by most surfers. Not only is a powerful
take off needed but fine motor skills to
gain optimum speed allowing the surfer to
stay in the barrel, and get out again are
essential.

Fig 3. shows how Stefs athletic mix of
Meso and Endomorph body traits allow
him to perform powerful manoeuvres like
this off the top spray throwing turn.

So it is possible to see slight differences in
performance between surfers with different
body types. However, other factors such as
where you learn, practice and who you watch
and emulate can make a big difference.
Similarly, in other sports athletes may not fit
exactly into their expected positions or styles.
The New Zealand All Black winger Jonah
Lomu is an obvious example who has now
been followed by many other large wingers
within the sport of rugby.

“Body Somatotype can be measured through
‘anthropometric’ data such as height, weight and
body composition information”.

ALL IMAGES: COURTESY 360º PHOTOGRAPHY

http://www.360photography.co.uk
http://www.discoverysurf.com
http://www.360photography.co.uk
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See it, feel it,
trust it!

COMPONENTS OF FITNESS

This is the philosophy of former Commonwealth gold medallist and International
Javelin thrower, Steve Backley. During a recent interview with Steve, we
investigates the specific attributes behind the throwing of the javelin at elite level.
Chris Smietanka, lecturer Applied Sports Science And Coaching at The College
of St Mark and St John, Plymouth interprets these answers.

Steve Backley was asked to outline the relative importance of power,
agility and coordination. His reply highlighted a combination of a few
components that incorporate power. These were “skill, balance,
posture, speed, and strength”. On agility Steve suggested that the
“key point in agility training is based upon good movement patterns”.
Finally, the most essential component of the javelin throw is
coordination. Steve Backley notes, “the one component of
coordination that is never given enough attention is rhythm. This is the
foundation of all athletic movement”. When throwing a javelin the
athlete will use their entire body, from toes to fingertips. The further the
throw the more force is exerted.

All sports require a good base to grow from and javelin is no different.
A good fitness foundation is essential to build your performance. If a
javelin thrower is truly fit, they can reach a higher level of performance,
undertake in harder workouts with shorter recoveries, which will
transpire to fewer and less severe injuries.

This article will focus on power and agility and its application to sport
performance. Furthermore, how these two parameters can be
assessed through various physiological tests.

Power is a combination of both speed and strength. To be powerful an
athlete must be capable of exerting a large force in a very short period
of time utilising the components of speed and strength. The best way
to develop powerful movements in the human body is through weight
training and plyometric exercise. These plyometric exercises comprise
of bounding, hoping, jumping, medicine ball work and sport specific
isolation drills. Human muscle power enhancement for sport
performance is based on the use of a variety of training approaches
and it is generally agreed that some form of resistance exercise
involving near maximal efforts will improve power output.

One sport specific test used by Steve Backley is the Quadrathon test.
This incorporates four activities which have been developed to depict
explosive power in throwing athletes. Steve states that the Quadrathon
test “is fun and fairly straight forward. It is comprised of the Overhead
shot throw, standing long jump, 3 bunnies and 30m sprint. Whilst this
will not necessarily give you the insight of what or how to improve, it is
great fun and good practice at being maximal which of course is a
huge part of being a successful athlete”. 

To find more information of the Quadrathon test visit
http://www.brianmac.demon.co.uk/quad.htm. 

A final note from this elite javelin thrower. Steve Backley was asked, as
a javelin thrower, what do you do between throws in terms of keeping
yourself physically and psychologically ready? Steve’s reply was
simply “assess the previous throw, then make a new plan. Then quite
simply there is a 3 step approach.  See it, feel it, trust it!”

Agility in sport performance is characterised by fast feet movement
patterns, body coordination during change of direction and sports skill
performance. It is an amalgamation of balance, speed, strength,
flexibility and coordination. Although a performer’s agility relies closely
on the acquisition of optimum sports technique, it can be enhanced by
specific conditioning.

Running technique has been suggested to play a vital role in the
performance of agility.  In particular, a forward lean and low centre of
gravity would appear essential in optimising acceleration and
deceleration, as well as increasing stability and balance. Having a low
centre of gravity, as opposed to the upright stance and high centre of
gravity, allows more rapid changes of direction, because to change
direction at higher speeds, athletes must first decelerate and lower
their centre of gravity. 

Agility is the ability to maintain or control body position while quickly
changing direction during a series of movements Agility training is
thought to be a re- enforcement of motor programming through
neuromuscular conditioning and neural adaptation of muscle spindles,
golgi-tendon organs, and joint proprioceptors. By enhancing balance
and control of body positions during movement, agility theoretically
should improve.

TASK:
How could you test the power of a javelin thrower?

TASK:
How could you test the agility of a javelin thrower?

Sporting Champions

Sporting Champions Core Objectives
Sporting Champions brings world-class athletes face-to-face with young people in a community setting to inspire them to take part in sport.

Through the delivery of 450 visits per year within a community setting, young people learn from the experiences athletes have gained through
sport.

• Sporting Champions visits concentrate on 2 key themes:
• School and Club Links
• Leadership and Volunteering
• Sporting Champions has been developed and funded by Sport England.

Who are the Champions?
There are approximately 100 Sporting Champions to include a range of athletes who will appeal to different audience interests. They cover
approximately thirty sports in total between them. 

Visit www.sportingchampions.org.uk for more information.

IMAGES: GETTY
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elite
mentor

Elitementor.com. is a website designed and run by World and
Olympic medallists to offer you mentoring advice on all aspects
of sport.Whether you're an elite or amateur athlete, coach,
student or PE teacher, elitementor.com believes that all
sportspeople should be able to access mentoring advice on how
to improve their performance.

FITNESS TESTING:
POWER AND AGILITY.
How to Test Power
The Vertical Jump Test (also known as the Sargent Jump) equipment
required: measuring tape or marked wall, chalk for marking wall.
Procedure: The athlete stands side on to a wall and reaches up with
the hand closest to the wall. Keeping the feet flat on the ground, the
point of the fingertips is marked or recorded. The athlete then stands
away from the wall, and jumps vertically as high as possible using
both arms and legs to assist in projecting the body upwards. Attempt
to touch the wall at the highest point of the jump. The difference in
distance between the reach height and the jump height is the score.
The best of three attempts is recorded.

Scoring:
The jump height Jump is usually recorded as the score in distance.
The table below provides a ranking scale for adult athletes based on
my observations, and will give a general idea of what is a good score.

Normative Data
How to Test Agility
The basic movement patterns of many sports require the player to
perform sudden changes in body direction in combination with rapid

movement of limbs. The ability of an
athlete to use these maneuvers
successfully with their given sport
will depend on other factors such as
visual processing, timing, reaction
time, perception, and anticipation.
Although all these factors combined
are reflected in the athlete’s on-field
agility, the purpose of most agility
tests is simply to measure the ability
to rapidly change body direction
and position in the horizontal plane.

The Illinois agility test is a measure
of an athlete’s agility. Equipment required: flat non-slip surface,
marking cones, stopwatch, measuring tape. Set out the agility course
as diagram above.

Normative Data

Your score on the Vertical Jump Test

Your score on the Illinois Agility Test

Procedure: Subjects should lie on
their front (head to the start line)
and hands by their shoulders. On
the 'Go' command the stopwatch
is started, and the athlete gets up
as quickly as possible and runs
around the course in the direction
indicated, without knocking the
cones over, to the finish line, at
which the timing is stopped.

Rating Males (cm) Females (cm) 

excellent > 70 > 60 

very good 61-70 51-60 

above average 51-60 41-50 

average 41-50 31-40 

below average 31-40 21-30 

poor 21-30 11-20 

very poor < 21 < 11 

Gender Excellent Above Average Average Below Average Poor

Male <15.2s 15.2-16.1s 16.2 - 18.1s 18.2 - 18.3 secs >18.3 secs

Female <17.0s 17.0 - 17.9s 18.0 - 21.7s 21.8 - 23.0 secs >23.0 secs
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From lifestyle to nutritional advice, elitementor.com aims to assist
all athletes to achieve their full potential, at whatever level in
whatever sport.

The website has been set up by Katharine Merry, Linford Christie
and Darren Campbell, with other medallists being lined up. The
idea behind the website is that it is set up and run purely by World
and Olympic medallists, who provide mentoring advice for any
sportsperson of any age and any level, from beginner to elite, in
any sport. Katharine and the others set up the site as a result of the
importance that they put on the mentors they have had in their
careers.

The site was launched at the Sports Colleges exhibition in Telford,
part of the Youth Sports Trust. The event was great and highlighted
exactly how much the YST and doing for sport in schools. Over 350
schools attended approx. 200 put their details forward for
involvement with elitementor.com.

Just log onto elitementor.com and you can ask questions, enter the
forums and chat to others. It’s easy to register; the hard part is
which medallist to ask! So register today and get your own
personal world class mentor at your fingertips.

NUTRITION

http://www.balls-sportsmagazine.co.uk
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Olympic medalist Katharine Merry
answers questions on nutrition and
sporting performance.

1. How long before an event should I eat?
You should never really eat a heavy meal on the day of
racing or heavy training. The best thing to do is to
have a good high fuelled meal the night before and
then eat light on the day of competition. Never miss
breakfast would be my advice though!  A slow release
carbohydrate breakfast is best as this will sustain you
through the day… my favourite was Weetabix and
honey!

2.What should I eat (if anything) at half
time or during a competition?
High energy snacks such as bananas or a handful of
walnuts. Always keep hydrated as well! If you’re going
to opt for energy bars check the label first and make
sure they are low in sugar, don’t just buy any bar and
assume they’re all good for you.

3. After competing I never feel like eating,
how should I refuel after competition?
Some people don’t feel like eating after competition
or heavy exercise, but it really is the best time to
refuel, so do at least try to get something down. It’s the
best time, so eat as much good food as possible.

4.Which do you recommend to avoid
dehydration, purely water or a ‘glucose
drink’?
Hydrating with water all the time is essential but
during competition and especially afterwards when
your body is depleted of essential nutrients, an
isotonic drink is really what you need…. but be
warned about things like flavourings, colourings and
e-numbers. The isotonic sports drink Taut is the only
one that I’ve found that is free of all of those.

5. My sport requires a lot of energy but I
need to remain light, how can I achieve
this?
Just watch your diet…. too much of anything is bad for
you! Consuming a balanced diet of protein and
carbohydrate with regular exercising for your sport
will maintain a good balance between your food
intake and energy consumption.

ELITE MENTOR 
ON NUTRITION
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ELITE PREPARATION

SWIMMING
IN THE FAST
LANE. Gain an insight into the world of a champion;

the preparation, the training, the goals, the
support and the attention to detail. We spoke
with Commonwealth gold medallist Chris
Cook about his experiences in Melbourne
and his hopes and dreams for Beijing 2008.
We soon realised that only the very best can
be crowned a champion.

TASK:
Send Elite Mentor your questions on Weight
Training to us at 
info@balls-sportsmagazine.co.uk

ALL IMAGES: GETTY IMAGES AND 
PROFESSIONAL SPORTS GROUP

ALL IMAGES: ELITE MENTOR

http://www.elitementor.com
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You won Gold at the 2006 Commonwealth Games in the 50m
and 100m Breaststroke.  Did you expect to win and did the
races go according to your plan?

I turned up to Melbourne in great shape but I was not in the shape of
my life, due to knock backs from illness and injuries I just didn’t feel
like I was in great shape. However, I always turn up to events
‘assuming nothing and expecting everything’ this way you open up the
opportunity for amazing performances to just happen. The 100m
breaststroke was the event that I’d dreamt of winning as far back as
Manchester Commonwealth Games 2002 when after missing out on
the team I watched fellow countryman Adam Whitehead storm to
victory and take the 100m mantel. I knew from that moment that
winning four years later in Melbourne would be a dream come true but
a dream that would be a mountain to climb. 

On the night of the 100m Breaststroke semi-final in Melbourne I was
fortunate enough to have the opportunity to place myself into the final
in a safe position and situate myself in a lane which was not a centre
lane. This would have taken away the pressure or the limelight
associated with the centre lanes and my initial plan was to take victory
in a lane which was away from the core of the action. However, just as
I was warming up for the semi-final I started to realise that, rarely
would I have the opportunity in my life to test the strength of my
character and deal with the pressure of qualifying first and setting the
standard for the rest of the field to beat – So that’s exactly what I did. I
qualified through to the final in lane 4 in a new Commonwealth Games
Record setting the standard and letting the rest of the field know that I
was there to win and win only!

I believe that in order to win big you have to be prepared to lose big,
and this was one of those occasions. It was a fantastic feeling to take
such a calculated risk and come out the champion!

The 50m breaststroke, on the other hand, was a completely different
story altogether. After the euphoria of winning the 100m breaststroke,
standing on the podium watching the flag being raised with the
national anthem being played all for ME! I knew that I wanted back up
there as soon as possible and the 50m was my next opportunity to do
so. The 50m is a completely different race to the 100m and the bigger
guys in the field would have the advantage with a powerful start so I
had no other option but to be the best in the field from the word go!
When the gun went off I just went for it and had one of the best starts

of my life, I knew at this point that I was leading from the very
beginning and I strongly believed that if it came to a close finish I
would be the one celebrating on the lane rope and show boating to
my fellow England team mates. And that is exactly how it went, I think
the finish came down to 0.07 between 1st and 4th – Job done!

You must have 2008 Beijing Olympics in mind.  Is your training
now specifically geared towards these Games? If so what is
different about your training?

Great question! Yes I do have Beijing firmly set in my sights but if there
is one thing that I have learned from competing at the Olympic Games
in Athens it is that the stepping stones along the way must be
appreciated and used to their fullest potential. My focus in the years
leading up to Athens was completely concentrated on competing and
doing my best at the Olympics and I ended up missing some vital
learning experiences which would have contributed to improving me
as an athlete and ultimately my performance. When I was at previous
European Champs I was not fully immersed in the moment, my mind
would often drift off to how I was going to do at the Olympics and this
was a huge mistake. All you can truly experience is the actual moment
you are in right now and that needs to be your tool to success. I see it
like this - by thinking about the Olympics it will not bring it closer in
time to me, however, if I execute a race at a European Champs and
deal with the pressure of swimming in a high profile race and give that
competition the attention to detail it deserves, then I will be making a
huge step forward to contributing to my performances at the forth
coming Olympics.

The training program Ian Oliver (Coach) has designed is
complimentary to this philosophy and the aim of each session is to
maximise the opportunities that each day brings. In simple terms, if we
set out to work on an element of performance then we give it 100%
concentration. 

How many support staff will you have working with you in
preparation? Coach? Physio? Analyst? 

My swimming Coach Ian Oliver is at the forefront
of the programme and he directs the swimming
training and competition plan. I work with Ian
twice a day, everyday, we work together more
than 30+ hours per week. 

I also work pretty closely with the English Institute
of Sport North East and the team of professional
support staff there. In the gym I work with Jared
Deacon who is my strength and conditioning
coach, Jared is a former Olympic athlete and so
understands the level of commitment and dedication it takes to
achieve international medals. In the gym we do three sessions per
week and this work ranges from core strength to power and speed
development. Jared and Ian keep in regular contact to make sure that
the programme is going well and that all targets are being met. 

Simon Hartley is the Psychologist at the Institute and we have been
working together for about 7 years now doing fortnightly sessions and
integrating the work we do into the training tank or the competition
pool. 

I have regular physio treatment from Penny Hall and this has been an
extremely successful, recent addition to my programme. Until 2005 I
would use the physio if I had an injury and although this was proving
to be effective I needed treatment and exercises to prevent injuries
and enhance my training performance. Penny helps me gain further
understanding of my body which is essential knowledge when trying to
get the optimum performance out of your body. 

Fiona Lothian and Angela Hibbs analyse swimming training skills. This
is a once per month session of videoing starts, turns and stroke. The
information I receive back from this is vital in letting me know what
exactly is going on with the skills that I am practicing. When I compete
at competitions I will receive a break down analysis of my race from
the British Swimming analysis team relating to my performance, this
information is useful to measure exactly which aspects of your race
need to be addressed in training.

Three times per week I will utilise the sport physician Steve Garland
from the EIS, and he will take blood samples and urine samples to
help provide me with the information I need to know to keep hydrated
and have safe blood sugar levels to maximise my training. The work
that I do with Steve also helps towards the work I do with Claire
Harrison the nutritionist at the EIS, whom I use regular to keep the
nutrition side of my performance World Class.

Phil Dicks is the Lifestyle advisor at the EIS and he is there to help me
develop and maintain transferable skills for a career after my
swimming career is through. Phil and I have recently been working on
presentation skills and developing confidence when talking to large
groups, and this has helped me cope with the media, schools and
awards presentations I have been asked to attend since my recent
success from the Commonwealth Games and World Championships.

The EIS also has Doctor Graeme Wilkes at hand to help me steer my
way through using the correct supplements or advising me on the best
way to maintain an illness free training cycle.

All of these services are essential to my performance and provide me
with the all round package. Knowing I have a team of experts working
together to provide me support is a huge asset!

In swimming is it beneficial to analyse your rivals or solely
concentrate on improving your own technique?

I think that the benefits of analysing your opponents are restricted and
will only get you so far. I believe in being aware of your internal
standards and pitting yourself against yourself. Every world class
athlete I know must have achieved the great heights they’ve achieved
by pushing themselves against their own standards. Whenever I
analyse my opponents I look to find out what their own personal race
plan is and where their strengths and weaknesses lie, this way I can
train to better them and exploit the weaknesses in their race plan.

Can you give us an insight into your preparation on race day,
from when you get up in the morning to standing at the start?

The night before I race I make sure that I have all of the essentials to
race – Goggles, hat & race suit – X2
Arriving at the blocks without spare back up is something I have done
before and will never do again. Goggles snap, hats tear and suits can
rip and these are the bare essentials that I need to race at my best, so
a spare pare is a must!
Five hours after I get out of bed is the time when I have found my body
to be at its most ready. With this in mind, the evening before, I will look
at the time line for the following day’s event and work back from that
time.  Five hours prior to my race I will get up out of bed and start my
race preparation.

With bags already packed from the night before I will make my way to
breakfast and firstly grab a load of midmorning/mid-session snacks
and food for the session ahead. It’s important for me to keep warm
throughout the event and by keeping my food intake up I can control

TASK:
There is a two year gap between the Commonwealth
and the Olympic Games; Plan your own sporting goals
for the next two years. 

TASK:
What ‘stepping stones’ do you need to achieve in order
to reach your goals outlined in the first task?

TASK:
Look at the English Institute of Sport website
www.eis2win.co.uk  List the many different people that
they have to support elite performers. What support will
you need over the next two years of your plan?

TASK:
What are your ‘internal standards’? How are you a
unique performer?

“I believe that you should never be
afraid to be yourself and be
unique…. Why can’t you be the one
who sets the standard for everyone
else to beat!”
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TASK:
List your preparation on competition day. How can you
improve it?

TASK:
Should an athlete’s/coach’s/NGB’s success be judged
on medals won? How do you judge your own success? 

TASK:
Do you perform better in familiar surroundings? Why do
most teams and performers do better at ‘home’? Look
at recent medal tables at the Commonwealth/Olympic
Games, has home advantage made a difference?

my core temp. Once I have my snacks sorted I will then have a light
breakfast or light lunch. At meal times, especially prior to racing,
keeping away from food that can repeat on you is a huge must – the
last thing you want is to have indigestion as you step onto the blocks,
trial and error throughout the season should tell you what is good for
you and what is not.

Once food has been had it’s a case of getting on the transport
provided and making your way to the venue. I always set my
watch/clock 10mins early so that I am 10mins ahead of everyone else.
The benefits of this are – getting a seat on the bus to the venue,
always being early and usually the first or one of the first in the queue
for food!

Once at the competition venue I will make sure that I drop my bags off
in the stand and make for the nearest water dispenser to stock up on
plenty of fluids for the rest of the day. Water always goes quick at
events so stocking up makes sure you don’t go short. Then I find all of
the amenities that I will be using e.g. call room, nearest toilet to the call
room and ask whether swimmers will be denied access to certain
areas once the competition starts. More often that not marshals will
prevent access to areas when racing is on – this is basic but essential
knowledge!

Once all of this is done you just have to warm up and trust that all of
the work has been done to ensure you are the champion….

Will you need to prepare specifically for Beijing? e.g. Different
Pool? Temperature? Food? Culture? If so how will you go about
this?

I have been getting used to the Chinese culture over the last 3 years
with regular scheduled visits and competitions. This is helping to
understand the clear differences in culture that exist between the east
and the west. The way the Chinese organise events and issues such
as the humidity and climate change will all have to be overcome in
2008. It can be extremely daunting to compete, train or live in a country
where there are clear differences in culture compared to that of your
own. The biggest hurdle you have to overcome is that there is very little
cross over in language between Chinese and English. Volunteers at the
events may not speak English and this can prove to be a stressful
problem if you need something essential on race day or access to a
training facility - without translation it is virtually hopeless!

On the way home from the Commonwealth Games we visited China
and competed at the World Championships. Competing in China has
given me the opportunity to test my swimming protocol out and race
under similar conditions to that of the Olympic Games in Beijing. 

What will be your own definition of personal success in Beijing?

I have always dreamt of being Olympic Champion and that is exactly
what I train for. The most amazing part of being involved with the
Olympic Games was watching Olympic history being made right in
front of you night after night. Eight people go into each race and three
come out crowned with Olympic medals! The passion, prestige and
honour associated with Olympic success means so much to all
nations, and Olympic success is something that I have always aspired
to achieve.

What will be your definition of Britain’s swimming success in
Beijing?

Medals! Medals! Medals! Nothing means more to a nation and its
team of athletes than medals. Every Olympic Games we are judged by
our medal tally and the future development of each sport is placed
under immense pressure to deliver Olympic medals. 

In 2000 the Team GB swim team came away from Sydney Olympics
with no medals and this was a huge shock to a team that was capable
of delivering a great deal more. Four years on and Team GB swim
team came away from Athens with two bronze medals. Again this was
far lower than the tally expected but it was an improvement upon the
zero tally from Sydney. In Beijing, we as a team, will again be expected
to deliver Olympic medals and the World Championships in Melbourne
of March 2007 should give a clear indication of exactly how realistic
our chances are of coming away with a bag full of medals – GOLD
medals at that!!!

“I have always dreamt of being Olympic Champion and that is exactly
what I train for. The most amazing part of being involved with the Olympic
Games was watching Olympic history being made right in front of you
night after night”.

SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY

THE MIND IS
THE ATHLETE
The mind is the athlete; the body is simply the means it uses torun faster or longer, jump higher, shoot straighter, kick better,swim harder, hit further, or box better.
Bryce Courtney, The Power of One, (1992)

Paul Clarke (MSc, BA Hons QTS) is an Edexcel Moderator and Head of
Football at University College School.

The ability of the greatest
performers to stand in the middle
of mayhem and identify patterns
as they form and make the
geometry work for them is what
makes the magical intelligence of
Zinedine Zidane and Roger
Federer so remarkable. It is what
made Michael Jordan able to
think in four dimensions: looking
at a space crowded with bodies,
instantly calculating the precise
moment at which a hole would
appear and then launch himself
towards it while twisting up
toward the high basket and then
slamming it with pure grace. Was
it just the physical fitness and the
biomechanical efficiency of these
athletes that stood them apart
from the rest, or was it the
psychological supremacy? 

Modern sport is full of wonderful,
and sometimes wacky,
performance enhancing

techniques. I’m not talking about
suspicious men in white coats
doing underhand business with
sprinters wanting to be crowned
World’s Fastest Man. I’m talking
about the science of sport; the
newest way of periodising
training to ensure athletes are at
their peak for competition, rugby
players training in tights that
make them look like ballerinas
and lying in baths full of ice to
reduce blood pooling and the
debilitating effect of lactic acid,
video analysis to improve the
biomechanical efficiency of the
bowling action and the
physiotherapists latest injury
prevention measure to help
managers have their best players
in perfect physical condition for
every game. 

Professional sport is a big deal
and worth big money. Coaches,
clubs and associations need to

TASK:
Discuss what mental attributes a world class athlete
needs and how you would train them.
Go to http://www.adidas.com/uk/shared/home.asp find
your way to ‘athletes’ stories’; what mental attributes did
these athletes need?
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seek every opportunity to give their stars the best possible chance of
winning. A discipline that the modern player should not ignore is
psychology (or mind mumbo-jumbo and mental magic to some). The
image of a Little Britain type character chanting “look into my eyes,
look into my eyes” to Ricky Hatton before a fight is not sport
psychology, it is far more sophisticated and can be far more effective. 

“Oh yeah”? I hear you sceptics jeer. “What’s your evidence? The
mighty Monty Panesar saw a sport psychologist before he went to Oz,
and he didn’t even make it into the team for the first test.” I don’t want
to get into a debate about the England cricket team’s selection
process and I don’t think we can judge how good a bowler Mr Panesar
is yet. What I can do is give you some fairly conclusive evidence to
illustrate that sport psychology principles, and their systematic
implementation, have been used and continues to be used to enhance
the performance of some of the world’s best sports men and women. 

The 1954 Football World Cup was held in Switzerland. The favourites,
Hungary, drew Brazil in the quarter- finals in a game that would
become to be known as the ‘Battle of Berne’ due to the match’s
degeneration into a contest with fists rather than feet. Arthur Ellis, an
English referee, issued the red card to three players during the 3-2
Hungarian victory. Ellis could do nothing to prevent the Brazilians
invading their victors dressing and causing a vicious brawl, which saw
boots thrown and the Hungarian superstar, Ferenc Puskas, allegedly
attacking the Brazilian centre back with a bottle. 

Still bearing the bruises (mental and physical) from four years previous,
Brazil arrived in Sweden for the 1958 World Cup sporting a novel
accessory: a team psychologist. The ‘shrink’ was ridiculed in the press,
much like the ridiculing the Australian press gave to Monty Panesar
before the Ashes. One commentator described how the new accessory
gave the players the task of drawing pictures of human beings and
imagine the drawing coming to life in the game they would be playing
and scoring or saving a penalty. The purpose of the ‘game’ was lost on
most and others found the artistic quality of the sketches amusing. It is
difficult to tell what the exact objective of the drawing task was, but
some authors speculate that the motive was to minimise anxiety and
arouse the players to an optimum level for each game using imagery
techniques. Whatever the intended effect, it certainly had an effect.
Brazil dominated the competition with a young Pele scoring six goals,
including a fine hat trick against France in the semi-finals. There were
no brawls, just goals and classic Brazilian flowing football.

Coaches and athletes have always understood the importance of the
mental aspects of sport; writings about the topic can be found as far
back as ancient Greece, where sports celebrations were pivotal parts
of the community experience. A scientific approach to the study of
sport psychology flourished in the 70’s and 80’s and is now held in
high esteem by the sports science community and many teams and
individuals employ psychologists and mental coaches to get the best
out of them. Areas studied and applied are anxiety control, anger
management, motivation, team work and creating the elusive winning
mindset. 

The central theme of sports psychology has been the search for the
truth about how the mind and the body interact to produce skilled

performance. This search has been undertaken via the application
of the scientific approach, where we pose sound questions and
carefully collect evidence before we begin to address how emotions
and thoughts influence sports performance. 

Many athletes have been conned into buying ‘mental success,’
which have lacked scientific evidence and have given sports
psychology a myth of ‘crystal ball magic’. There are no guarantees
in sport, but the systematic application of scientific approaches
such as exercise physiology and sport psychology gives athletes
the best opportunity to succeed.

The guiding force in sport psychology is the theoretical approach
called ‘cognitive- behavioural psychology’. The term comes from
the focus on both the thinking you cannot see (cognition) and the
actions you can see (behaviour). The cognitive behaviour approach
theorises that by changing the way athletes think, you can change
the way they behave. An example of the cognitive-behavioural
approach is using imagery exercises to train the thought processes
during difficult times in competition. For instance, if a rugby player
who responds to his own mistakes by trying too hard, getting angry
and subsequently earning penalties practices a relaxed, problem
solving approach to game mistakes in his imagination over a period
of time, his actual game behaviours more likely to be relaxed and
solution oriented.

David Beckham has been drawn to the bright lights of Hollywood
and Sven has gone to pastures new. The England football team are
entering a new era now in the hands of Steve McClaren and his
right hand man Bill Beswick. The relatively unknown Beswick is a
former basketball coach, turned sport psychologist who has worked
with McClaren since his days at Derby County. Even Alex Ferguson
brought Beswick on board to ‘re-programme the software’ of his
players. The first part of Beswick’s re-programme work was to build
a winning mentality. He told the Manchester United players a
parable about three bricklayers who were each asked what they
were doing. The first said “laying bricks”, the second “earning £10
an hour”, but the final brick layer replied “helping to build a beautiful
cathedral where I can bring my kids”.

In the training match that followed, David Beckham scored a
fabulous goal and reputedly looked to Beswick and said:
“Cathedral 1 Bricklayers 0”. Beckham is a great example of a player
who has had his psychological ups and downs but come through
and played for two of the finest domestic clubs in the world and
captained his country. He lost control of his emotions against
Argentina in 1998 and lashed out against the Argentinean captain
Diego Simone. Simone had ruffled the perfectly tousled hair of the
young England midfielder and all semblances of sanity and control
were lost. Beckham had forgotten about the winning mentality and
lashed out wildly and lost his country the game. Beckham was
vilified on his return but with sheer mental strength and a
resurrection of his self-esteem and winning mentality he coped and
excelled in domestic and international competitions. 

TASK:
Write a newspaper report about the Brazilian sport
psychologist from either a sceptical viewpoint or by a
journalist supporting the new ideas.

TASK:
Think about a situation where you have not played your
best. Imagine what you would ideally do (always be
positive with your imagery). What would it feel like,
imagine the sounds and how it would look from different
angles?  Practice doing this during the week before you
are playing.

TASK:
Discuss why Rooney was
sent off against Portugal in
the quarter finals of the
2006 World Cup.
Consider frustration,
personality, arousal,
fitness and role models. 

The classic example of Beckhams’
extraordinary mind set was the
game against Greece in the last
qualifying match before the 2002
World Cup, in which he played in
frenzy and dragged his team to a
momentous win with a magical free
kick. Beckham had transformed
himself and regained his sense of
high self-esteem. It was strength of
mind as well as the strength of his
free kicks that controlled his
weaknesses and made him into
such a wonderful player.

Go to
www.winningstate.com
and watch a video clip
of your choice. Over
the coming months I
will discuss different
psychological tools
that can be used by
players to create a
winning mindset and
overcome the
problems shown in the
video.  You will be
given ideas on
motivation,
performance profiling
and goal-setting,
anxiety and arousal
and self confidence to
apply to your own
game and improve
your own
performance. 

http://www.winningstate.com
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COMPETITIONS

Win a signed
England
rugby shirt 
5 Runners up: Win a Raging Bull polo shirt 

Only by answering this simple question.

Which country won the last Rugby World Cup?

A. Australia
B. Italy
C. England

Email your answer (come on its easy!) to info@balls-
sportsmagazine.co.uk (subject: Rugby Competition). Please
provide your name, school, postal and email address.

Terms and conditions: One answer only per entrant. All entries to
be in by 12.00 June 4th 2007.

SPORTING SNAPSHOT
Enter our amateur photo
competition and have your
photo published.
Balls Magazine invites you to enter a photo under the title
‘SPORT’.

Your image can be anything that you believe captures the
wonderful emotions, passion and excitement sport offers. 

The winning entry will then have their photo published in a
future edition  of Balls Magazine. The winning entry will also

win a limited edition signed framed print by ‘Jackson’ worth over £100 as shown above
(www.jackson-art.co.uk)

How to Enter
Please Email your entry in jpeg format (file size no larger than 1meg) to: info@balls-
sportsmagazine.co.uk , Subject: ‘SPORT’

With your entry please include the following Information: 
Name, School, Postal and Email Address and Title of your work

Terms and Conditions
Entrants may only be submitted by teachers and students. It is open to bona fide amateur photographers only. That is,
entrants should not earn more than 10% of their total income from photography. Copyright of all entries remains with
the photographer, but Balls Magazine reserve the right to use entries, in whatever format or medium, whether printed,
electronic or otherwise, without payment. Prizes are as stated and no alternatives will be offered. The editor’s decision
is final and no correspondence will be entered into. By entering this competition you grant permission to Balls
Magazine to reproduce your photos for display in our magazine, our revision calendar, our website and any promotional
material we decide, should they be selected. 

Congratulations to Zoe Card  and
Amanda Balaam who won a Carlton

Badminton Racket provided by Badminton England in
our last edition.

mailto:info@balls-sportsmagazine.co.uk
http://www.jackson-art.co.uk
http://www.ragingbull.co.uk
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Dame
Kelly
Holmes

MOTIVATION

Dame Kelly Holmes is the first British athlete for 84 years to
achieve Double Olympic Gold in middle distance running. Her
achievement has been hailed as one of the greatest
achievements in Olympic history.

Years of hard work trying to achieve her dream of Olympic glory
had been jinxed by injury but her gutsy, committed approach to
athletics enabled her to stay at the top of her discipline.

Reflecting on her historic win in Athens she said “This is my dream
come true, one that I’ve been working towards my entire career. I
just can’t believe it; I have been waiting for this all my life.”

Double Olympic Gold medallist, Dame Kelly Holmes tells Balls
Magazine how maintaining motivation was integral to her success.

What motivated you to start running?

I was encouraged by my PE teacher at the Secondary school I went
to in Tonbridge, Kent. After entering a cross country race in which I
came second against a girl that was the best for our age and
realised that I had a talent for running.

Motivation has 5 components (Weiner, 1992).
Direction, Intensity, Persistence, Continuity and
Performance.

Please could you offer us an insight how each of
these components played an important part of
your success as an athlete and ultimately led to
you winning double Olympic Gold at the Athens
Olympics?

DIRECTION (e.g. goal setting, specific events, times)

I had a goal/dream when I was 14 to be Olympic Champion. To get
there was a long process of club, county, National, International
and eventually World Class races over a twenty year period. I had
to race at the highest level winning the 800m in 1.56.38 and the
1500m in 3.57.9

IMAGES: GETTY IMAGES 
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USA & AUSTRALIA

INTENSITY (e.g. the amount of
effort and energy required)

As a senior athlete I have had to train very
intensely. During my senior career I trained
twice a day six days a week with one rest day.
A weeks–training session consisted of
weights, circuit training, pool running, long
runs, track work of speed and speed
endurance and hill running.

PERSISTENCE

In training you have to work to your maximum
ability to enable you to fulfil your potential
and also to be among the best in the world,
the problem is you risk a lot of injuries like I
did.

CONTINUITY (e.g. the motivation to
keep training for so many years)

Continuity is very important so the biggest
motivation had to come when I suffered
injuries as I had to maintain my fitness with all
the above training without the running!

PERFORMANCE (relationship
between motivation and
performance)

I believe that 80% of your performance as
long as you have the ability and
have trained well comes from natural self
belief.

There are many forms of
motivating factors to keep athletes
competing  e.g. praise, fame,
money, trophies, feeling good,

intrinsic desire. What factors worked best for you in your
pursuit of achieving your goals?

The only factor was to become Olympic Champion

After becoming double Olympic Gold Medallists you carried
on competing but retired soon afterwards. Please could you
describe the change in your motivation after winning the
Olympics?

I had achieved everything I ever wanted and realised after a death of an
acquaintance that I no longer needed to gain anymore from racing. I had won 12
major medals at Commonwealth, European,World and Olympics meets.

QUESTIONS

1. Define the term ‘motive’ and provide examples of Dame Kelly Holmes motives
to participate in athletics.
(4 marks)

2. Define the term ‘motivation’ and provide examples of Dame Kelly Holmes
motivation to achieve Olympic glory.
(6 marks)

ESSAY TITLES

• Explain the role of motivation in enhancing sports performance?

• Dame Kelly Holmes believes that 80% of your performance comes from self 
belief if you have trained well and have ability.

Is motivation more important than ability for a successful 
competitive performance? 

Dame Kelly Holmes – National
School Sport Champion
Dame Kelly Holmes’ role as the first National School Sport Champion was launched in
February 2006 and backed by the Government as part of the National School Sport
Strategy and in partnership with the Youth Sport Trust, Sky – through its Living For
Sport initiative – and Norwich Union.

In her role over the last 12 months, Dame Kelly has travelled the length and breadth of
the UK, including her first ever visit to Northern Ireland, to attend schools and a variety
of sporting events in a bid to inspire and motivate young people to get involved in PE
and school sport.

The former army sergeant’s role as National School Sport Champion has seen her
promoting the Government's National School Sport Strategy, the aim of which is to
increase the percentage of 5-16 year olds who spend a minimum of two hours each
week on high quality PE and school sport within and beyond the curriculum, to 75 per
cent by 2006 and 85 per cent by 2008.

The strategy’s long-term ambition – by 2010 – is to offer all children at least four hours
of sport made up of at least two hours of PE within the curriculum, and at least two to
three additional hours of sport provided through a range of school, community and
club providers.

One of the many initiatives Dame Kelly is supporting in her role as National School
Sport Champion is “GirlsActive”, which has been developed in partnership with the
Youth Sport Trust and Norwich Union and is designed to empower teenage girls to
enjoy more sporting activity on their own terms.

Living for Sport is another project which has the backing of Dame Kelly and it is
designed to inspire and motivate young people through sport, run by the Youth Sport
Trust and BSkyB, and supported by the Department for Education and Skills.
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Soccer in the new world:
A whole new ball
game?
Mike Hill is Chief Examiner for the Edxecel exam
board, he is also Director of Sport at Stoke on
Trent Sixth Form college and has authored a
range of text books, teachers guides and revision
guides for both GCSE and A level PE. For more
info on Global Sports check out his website
www.pe4u.co.uk

With David Beckham’s recent high profile move to the  Major League
Soccer, and the recent revamp and launch of Australia’s Hyundai A-
League it is an interesting time to investigate why the round ball
game has never really developed in the new world cultures of USA
and Australia. Will Beckham’s move and all the razzmatazz it brings
raise the profiles of the game in the USA or will it continue to be
outshone by the new world oval ball games?   

IMAGES: YOUTH SPORT TRUST

ALL IMAGES: GETTY

http://www.pe4u.co.uk
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This article will try to answer the question why the association football game
has taken so long to develop in the two countries.  We will also look at how
we can identify the elements of Americanisation in the way both the MLS
and A league have re-launched themselves for their forthcoming 2007
seasons.

In the past
Many European players have in the recent past seen the MLS and to some
extent the A league as a retirement league where they make some money
and play out their careers at a premier level lower than in Europe. It is also

probably more a case that the
teams in the MLS and A league
could not afford the high salaries of
the top European players. But
Beckham's move to LA Galaxy and
Dwight Yorke’s stint at Sydney FC
may change opinions and there are
reported to be several other
European players such as Ronaldo
and Edgar Davids in talks with MLS
franchises  

However, in both cultures soccer is
seen a minority sport, there are
good foundations with millions of
children playing the game but the

senior games had never been able to compete with the other codes of
football. The Socceroos (Australia’s national team) seem permanently stuck
in the 30-40 range of FIFA rankings reaching the world cup for the second
time in 2006. While the US Eagles have a slightly higher ranking they have
yet to make great strides at the World Cup. 

Why not soccer in the new world?
The suggested theories include:

• Doesn’t fit the culture - Americans like sports that have set plays and 
fixed positions – soccer is too continual

• Australians like their games a little more rough and tumble to reflect the 
hardships of life in the bush

• In both cultures soccer is often seen as a foreign sport for Latin and 
Eastern European immigrants and doesn’t reflect a WASP (White, Anglo,
Saxon, Protestant) culture 

• Kids do play soccer in both countries but appear to do for fitness reason
and as they get older they turn to watching or playing other sports  

• The advent of satellite and cable TV that show European leagues have 
also highlighted the difference in talent - soccer fans in USA and 
Australia are more likely to follow a premiership team than one from their
own national league 

• Soccer has always struggled in both countries struggled to secure major
television contracts 

The current situation in Australia
and the USA.
Australia did not have a National league for cubs until 1977 with the launch
of the National Soccer League; the main sticking point had been the
reluctance of the existing state leagues especially the Victorian Soccer
Federation to lose its best clubs. Falling crowd figures in the early 80's led
to a further Americanisation of the league with a radical move which saw
the league split in two conferences – northern and southern.

Another radical move came in the 1989/90 season when premier soccer in
Australia changed from a winter game into a summer one. The aim was
twofold: reduce the competition with dominant sports of Australian Rules in
the south and west of the country and Ruby league in the east, but also
providing better playing surfaces and spectator comforting to the better
weather. Cynics might also point out that this move also played into the
hands of the TV corporations who could now screen seasons back to back

The new A league now consists of only 8 clubs  - including a team from
New Zealand the teams are based on a franchise system and are each
based around the seven major population bases 

The 2007 A league
Queensland Roar
Newcastle Jets
Central Coast Mariners
Sydney FC
Melbourne Victory
Adelaide United
Perth Glory
New Zealand Knights

“Beckham is a brand rather than just a player, he is already a name in America which will help
his cause. It will be difficult to attract the same type of calibre player to Australia due to
smaller crowds and less cash, but the USA won't have a problem with money and if they can
get current international players to follow Becks the development could be huge.“ 
Colin Mitchell, Editor, Shoot Monthly, www.shoot.co.uk 

“There is not an abundance of goals, thus
the sport is perceived as uninteresting.
Americans like offense. They like to see
points or runs or touchdowns. The fluidity,
grace and physical aspects of soccer are
lost on the average American, who would 
likely prefer to watch an enormously tall
man toss a ball through a hoop than to
watch a well-executed slide tackle.”
Luis Bueno, Sports Illustrated,
http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/soccer/

“Soccer has a negative perception among most of these
mainstream fans, who perceive the sport as slow and
boring. In many ways, soccer is thought of as "un-
American" because it is played all over the world.”
Luis Bueno, Sports Illustrated, http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/soccer/ 

“The game was seen
to be "soft" by the
archetypal
Australian football
lover, who preferred
their hard contact
versions of football.” 
Graem Sims, Editor, Inside
Sport www.insidesport.com.au 

ESSAY TITLE:
Research the history of soccer in the
USA and Australia and compare its
early development to that of soccer in
the UK.

QUESTION:
Can you think of an example of when this has happened in the UK?

TASK:
What can you tell about America’s history and culture from some
of the names of their teams?

Little
 known fact

A USA team

participated - in
 the

first World Cup held in

Paraguay 1930

England did not!

The 2007 MLS 
Eastern Conference
Chicago Fire
Columbus Crew    
DC United
Kansas City Wizards
New York Red Bull
New England Revolution
Toronto FC

The 2007 MLS
Western Conference
Club Deportivo Chivas USA
Colorado Rapids
FC Dallas
Houston Dynamos
Los Angeles Galaxy

http://www.shoot.co.uk
http://www.insidesport.com.au
http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/soccer/
http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/soccer/
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Following the decentralised model
of Australian sport each state and
territory has its own Football
association and there are numerous
regional and local leagues. Most of
the senior state leagues are now
semi professional along the same
lines of the higher levels in league
soccer in the UK. 

In the USA the MLS is also
arranged on a conference basis
with 13 clubs split into 2
conferences – wets and east and
like the A league there is also one
‘foreign’ team in this national
league; Toronto. Clubs will play 30
games to decide which enter the
end of season play offs and
ultimately the MLS cup – the winner
team can then also go on to qualify
for the prestigious Copa
Sudamericania.

The Americanisation of soccer
The MLS has no system of promotion and relegation  this reflects all
professional sports in the US, the main argument for such a system is that
the disparity in both attendance and revenue between divisions makes such
a move up and down leagues impractical.

The huge size of America means that there is no culture of fans
travelling to away games there are no real local ‘derbies’ only a few
regional rivalries such DC United and New York. 

In a mirror of the NFL many of the MLS franchises are owned and
controlled by commercial companies who have naming rights of team
name and their stadium – Red Bull paid $100 million to take control of
the New York Metro stars  who have now been renamed the New York
Red Bulls and play in Red Bull Park Stadium. The other amazing fact is
that some companies own more than one club – the league now has
10 owners for their 13 clubs 

The other main way that the MLS has Americanised soccer is in their
zeal to change rules that make the US game different from the FIFA
endorsed game played across the rest of the world. In MLS soccer the

“…the main thing is
that finally the A
League is based on
geographical
differences, playing
up to the
entrenched
interstate rivalries in
Australia, rather
than ethnic
rivalries.” 
Graem Sims, Editor, Inside
Sport www.insidesport.com.au 

“The code is enjoying unprecedented
popularity on the back of the heroics
of the Australian team qualifying for
Germany. The code has signed a
lucrative pay TV deal - the first
significant TV revenues ever flowing
into the game. Major sponsors have
been secured at the top level from
Qantas, through to the Hyundai A
League. For the first time, Australia's
leading players have superstar status
at the grassroots level”. 
Graem Sims, Editor, Inside Sport www.insidesport.com.au 

DISCUSSION:
Should Celtic and Rangers be allowed to play
in the Premiership?

DISCUSSION:
Should relegation and promotion be abolished in British Soccer?
What about penalties after all tied games?

Little
 known fact 

The Columbus

Crew stadium was

the firs
t purpose

built s
occer

stadium in the

USA it w
as built in

1991! 

The price of

excellence

It is
 reported that

David Beckham

has signed for an

annual salary of

£5.5 million 

“Manchester United, Aston Villa and Liverpool now all have
American owners - so the links between the USA and England
are already there and it would be no surprise to see these
used to the maximum effect. Clubs like Barcelona and Real
Madrid are also potentially huge exports to the States.”
Colin Mitchell, Editor, Shoot Monthly, www.shoot.co.uk 

“Big names will help bring attention to the league. David
Beckham's arrival will do more than any result any MLS
club could have pulled on the field this season ”
Luis Bueno, Sports Illustrated, http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/soccer/ 

“The arrival of David Beckham in the States should ensure
that the growth accelerates even further. Providing his
move works on the pitch, that he can display his skills and
influence games, it could result in an influx of stars and
more growth in their domestic game. ”
Colin Mitchell, Editor, Shoot Monthly, www.shoot.co.uk 

“Soccer was always called the "sleeping giant" of Australia
sport. It's awake now.”
Graem Sims, Editor, Inside Sport, www.insidesport.com.au 

clock counts down from 90 mins and stops when there are dead ball
situations (which of course mean TV networks can run commercials).

The MLS runs an annual draft to transfer the best college players in
professional ( though clubs are also allocated a ‘home region which
gives them the right to develop junior payers in this area and also
retain the rights to these players- these player can go straight into the
first team by passing the draft)    

Reflecting  the win ethic prevent in US sport   they have also tinkered
with a range of methods to ensure that games end in a draw, these
have included shoot outs, overtime periods and now golden goals.

The Australian league has actively encouraged all clubs within the
league to relate themselves to the whole of Australia and indeed South
East Asia – this came at its height in the late 1990s when all clubs were
encouraged to change their names and logos as well as banning
ethnic flags and logos. This nationwide coverage has also been
developed by developing franchises in areas such as Perth where
there had been no previous professional soccer team.

It is interesting to note that when the Australian owned Sky Sports
bought the contract for the Super league in the UK they also insisted
on change to a summer season and all clubs were ‘encouraged’ to
change names and logos.     

The future
The future does look bright for soccer in both cultures – MLS has
continued to grow there are now more purpose built soccer stadium
and there has been a steady expansion of franchise for each new
season Each MLS team now runs a reserve team that play in a league
parallel to the MLS LA Galaxy‘s season ticket sales had already risen
by 25% for the upcoming season before the announcement of
Beckham’s transfer.

MLS have also signed a 7 year deal with ESPN worth around $8million
a year so at last soccer will be on a major network and a deal with Fox
Sports means that MLS games will also be shown across the globe.
The Hyundai A league have also signed a long term media agreement
with broadcaster Fox Sports 

The game in the college system in both countries has been growing
regularly and is now one of the largest varsity sports. This has been
especially true of the women’s games, which as resulted in a national
league in each country and a draft for female soccer in the USA.

QUESTION:
What examples of ‘Americanisation’ can you think of in British Sport?

Suggestions for further reading and research
Szymanski & Zimbalist, (2006) National pastime: How Americans play baseball and the
rest of the world play soccer. Brookings Institution Press Witzig, 

(2006) The Global Art of Soccer, CusiBoy Publishing www.a-league.co.au,
www.mlsnet.com, www.LAsoccerNews.com, www.insidesport.com.au,
www.shoot.co.uk, www.sportsillustrated.cnn.com 
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REVISION GAMES

PAUSE FOR
THOUGHT.
Here we have used ‘Sport in the USA’ as an example but it can
obviously relate to other areas of the specification.

Rules:
Each team (2-4) is dealt the cards until there are not any left. 

Version 1) The cards are laid out so that they can be seen by the team 

Version 2) Each member of the team has their own cards

Version 3) All teams have all the cards (you will need to photocopy the cards so there is one set for each team).

The Video/DVD is then played.

When the students believe that something on the video/DVD relates to their card they shout out “PAUSE”. They then
have to explain how the word on their card relates to the section just watched. 

You can decide how many points the answer is worth, points for accuracy? Points for creativity? Points for quality of
explanation?

Bonus points may be given for the team that gets rid of its cards first.

Ideas for films: Coach Carter, Friday Night Lights, Mighty Ducks, Hoop Dreams, Varsity Blues, Ali, 

Suggestions:
Produce some cards for ‘Training Principles and Methods’ (or use last issue’s cards) and use the training scene in the
snow from Rocky IV. Another idea might be to get your students to produce the cards as a revision exercise. After the
film they can add the definition and keep them as revision cards.
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High School Sport Draft System Lombardian Ethic Counter Culture

Radical Ethic Wellness Movement Title IX W.A.S.P

Little League Frontier Spirit Commercialism Globalisation

The Big 4 Inter-Collegiate
Sport

Sports
Scholarships

Media Influence

Americanisation Sports
Entertainment

Rags to Riches Pluralism

Use this revision game to test your students’ understanding of a particular area of the
specification. All you need is a set of cards and a dvd/video of a related film.
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Round 1 – Right or Wrong? Round 6 – ABCD’s

Q1 Q1 Q1 Q1

Q2 Q2 Q2 Q2

Q3 Q3 Q3 Q3

TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL

Round 2 – Easy or Hard Round 7 – Say what you see

Q1 Q1 Q1 Q1

Q2 Q2 Q2 Q2

TOTAL TOTAL Q3 Q3

Q4 Q4

Q5 Q5

TOTAL TOTAL

Round 3 – Yes or No Round 8 – Guess the Questions

Q1 Q1 Q1 Q1

Q2 Q2 Q2 Q2

TOTAL TOTAL Q3 Q3

TOTAL TOTAL

Round 4 – Speed Round Round 9 – Beat the Examiner

Q1 Q1 Q1 Q1

Q2 Q2 TOTAL TOTAL

TOTAL TOTAL

Round 5 – Pick and Mix Round 10 – Beat the Buzzer

Q1 Q1 Out of 6 Out of 6

Q2 Q2

TOTAL TOTAL

TOTAL TEAM A

TOTAL TEAM B

Examination PE Powerpoint
Revision Quiz Answer Sheet

www.balls-sportsmagazine.co.uk

Volleyball and
Beach
Volleyball… 
two sides of the same coin

Rebecca Lee of Volleyball England spoke to Lucy Wicks (aged 25)
and Lucy Boulton (21), two of the UK’s leading female players in
Volleyball and Beach Volleyball respectively, to explore how they
got into Volleyball at school and the similarities and differences
between these two codes of the sport.

HOW DID YOU BEGIN PLAYING VOLLEYBALL?

Many schools deliver Volleyball as a recreational sport in Key
Stage 4 or as a GCSE option, but through the establishment of the
“Let’s Play Volleyball” programme more and more schools are
taking on Volleyball in Key Stages 1, 2 and 3. Both Lucy’s began
playing Volleyball when at school as they elaborate:

LB: I started playing Volleyball when I was 12 at Abbs Cross
School in Hornchurch, Essex.

My first ever Beach Volleyball event was with my school team in a
4-a-side tournament in the wonderful Walton-on-Naze. I continued
to play Beach Volleyball in the Volleyball off-season for a couple of
years but mainly to catch up with friends from my England Junior
squad who lived by the beaches on the south coast! It wasn’t until I
was 17 when I was invited to Croyde for some training camps that I
began to take Beach Volleyball seriously.

LW: I was 15 and was introduced to the sport through my older
sister who started to play through a connection to the community
club,Wessex. Our school (Parkstone Grammar, Poole) then started
to teach volleyball on curriculum and now have good links with
Wessex.

When I started to play volleyball at school it was exciting and fun
as it was a new sport for me. It made a nice change from netball
and athletics and other sports that were more commonly played
then. It was also a very sociable sport that carried on all year
round – indoors during winter and moved on to the beach during
the summer.

SPORTS DEVELOPMENT
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All the indicators show that Volleyball is on the up in
this country, with schools provision mirroring
developments at other levels of the sport thanks in
part to Volleyball England’s successful holistic “Let’s
Play Volleyball” programme which encourages young
people to develop playing, coaching, leadership and
officiating skills. The 2006 School Sport Survey
showed an increase in the number of schools
delivering Volleyball to 28%, affiliations to Volleyball
England have risen sharply in conjunction with
innovative incentives to schools, inclusion in the
National Competitions Framework has seen a rise in
locally available competitive opportunities, and the
recently announced inclusion of Volleyball in the UK
School Games as the first team sport in this major
event has provided the icing on the cake.

Despite a relatively low profile in this country,
Volleyball is one of the world’s most popular sports
with over 500 million players globally and three
versions of the sport included in the Olympic and
Paralympic programmes:Volleyball, Beach Volleyball
and Sitting Volleyball. All forms of the sport provide a
fantastic combination of team dynamics, tactical
complexities and explosive energetic performance
that offer player, teacher, coach and spectator a
unique and enjoyable experience.

IMAGES: fivb

http://www.balls-sportsmagazine.co.uk
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WHICH SKILLS DO YOU NEED FOR YOUR SPORT?

With a game-centred approach the “Let’s Play Volleyball”
programme provides an all-round experience for young people,
aiming at developing game-sense by introducing tactics, team-
play, and technical understanding with increasing complexity as
players get older. This is of great importance for any player
whether they go on to specialise in Volleyball or Beach Volleyball:
As an alternative net-wall option within the timetable Volleyball
has been shown time and again to be a great sport for young
people, providing them with a unique set of experiences due to
the nature of the sport… rally based in a team environment means
ultimate reliance and trust in your team-mates, and the constant
relationship with gravity pulling the ball towards the ground to
their advantage in attack and detriment in defence means that
understanding of spatial dimensions is enhanced.

LB: In terms of skill I would say you have to be more of an all-
round player to succeed on the beach and you also have to be
more tactically aware as coaching is not allowed in games, just like
in tennis.

LW: The indoor game is six-a-side and allows players to
specialise in positions in which they excel at for example libero,
setter or hitter.You still need to have good all-round skills, but if
you are not very good at hitting but can defend and pass you can
still exceed as a libero even at the top level if you understand how
that position fits into the tactics of the game.

The two codes of Volleyball allow for players to pick up and learn
a variety of skills and develop an understanding of what their
skills are most suited to: experiencing both Volleyball and Beach
Volleyball will also give them, a richer learning experience.

LB:When I started to play Volleyball I liked the fact that it was
different to a lot of other sports in terms of its dynamics. Also, as
few schools played in my area it gave us a chance to travel which
was always fun and something I’ve really taken to now that I’m
travelling the world on the Beach Volleyball tour. If there had been
an opportunity to play Beach Volleyball at school I’m sure I
would’ve jumped at the chance… there just weren’t any beaches
nearby in Hornchurch!

LW: I have tried Beach Volleyball but was never any good! It is a
completely different game in terms of how you relate to your
team-mates and the delivery of the skill…I have always been more
drawn towards the indoor game and really focussing on my role in
the team as the setter who creates attacking opportunities for the
team and decides which plays to execute on court. Plus, despite
originally coming from Poole, I am not a fan of sand!

WHAT IS TRAINING LIKE FOR AN INTERNATIONAL
PLAYER?

Lucy Wicks and Lucy Boulton clearly both enjoyed their early
experiences of playing Volleyball at school and have developed a
love of playing Volleyball and Beach Volleyball that has enabled
them to go on to play at the top level

LW: I train with London Malory Volleyball Club throughout the
week and work on physiological development too and our team is
working towards winning both National League and Cup
competitions. As part of the GB squad I attend regular training
camps where we are working on all the fundamental skills in the
game.We will then build on these during game situation drills and
matches.We also address the psychological issues of the game
e.g. goal setting, mental imagery, and these help to enhance our
skills. The camps are really intense as we have 3 sessions a day
over a long-weekend or a week but this helps develop a discipline
in the squad and a strong team spirit.

LB: Training six days a week is tough even though my current
setting is Hermosa Beach in California!. It is important to get the
right balance of technical, tactical, mental, strength and
conditioning in order to keep us motivated and interested. The
technical work we do with Jeff Alzina (GB Performance Beach
Volleyball Coach) is highly individualised. As there are only two of
us to focus on he can highlight weaknesses quickly, so we are
improving individually and as a team all the time. Also, being out
here in Hermosa we can pick up top quality opposition whenever
we want which is just not possible with an indoor programme.

TASK:
Both players began playing Volleyball through their school. Is Volleyball
part of your School’s/College’s Key Stage 3, 4 or 5 curriculum? 
Which skills (technical/tactical/physical/psychological) do you think
Volleyball develops? Design a volleyball lesson for Key Stage 2 children;
go to www.volleyballengland.org for some help.

TASK:
Both Indoor and Beach Volleyball have the same National Governing
Body (NGB). What is Volleyball England doing to promote the popularity,
participation and media coverage of both games? (Go to
www.volleyballengland.org for some help). What further changes would
you make? (consider; rule changes, increasing media appeal, impact in
schools, league structures, plus anything else).

TASK:
What do you think would be the main physical similarities and differences
between the demands of Indoor and Beach Volleyball? If you were in
charge of the fitness programmes of the players what impact would
these differences have on the types of training you planned?

For further information on the “Let’s Play Volleyball” programme and how Volleyball
England can help develop Volleyball in your school please take a look online at
www.volleyballengland.org and for more detailed information contact Volleyball
England’s Will Roberts will@volleyballengland.org or 01509 631699.

The Two
Games
• Beach Volleyball is played at senior level with 2 per side 

and Volleyball is played at senior level with 6 per side.
The 'Let's Play Volleyball' programme teaches young 
players the same way, breaking skills down which can
be transferred into either form of the game.

• The Court for Volleyball is bigger than it is for Beach 
Volleyball. In Volleyball the court each side of the net is 
9 x 9metres, in Beach it is 8 by 8 metres

• There are some technical differences in the senior games,

• They are scored differently.Volleyball plays up to 25 
points per set, must be two points clear to win the set and 
the team plays the best of 3 sets, if it's not a 3-0 win it goes
to 4 sets, if it's not 3-1 it then goes to a fifth and final set 
which is up to 15 points (leaving one team 3-2
winners)which again must be two points clear. Beach 
Volleyball plays up to 21 points per set and plays the best
of two sets, which goes to a third set if draw 1-1, the final 
set is played up to 15 points, again a team must win
two points clear.

• No coach is allowed courtside in Beach Volleyball during 
a match but they are allowed in Volleyball

• No substitutions are allowed in Beach Volleyball but they 
are in Volleyball

• The ball is different. In Beach Volleyball it's heavier.

• Different histories; when it was entered into the Olympics 
and when it was started (although both began in the US)

TASK:
visit www.fivb.org the international federation of the sport to find
out the differences between the rules on handling

TASK:
How would some of the differences above affect the way that you
would coach the two codes of Volleyball differently?

IMAGE: ISTOCK PHOTO

http://www.volleyballengland.org
http://www.volleyballengland.org
mailto:will@volleyballengland.org
http://www.volleyballengland.org
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The Golden Rules
of Shooting

The Golden Rules of Shooting: 
Shooting Observation Card.
Name:
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PRACTICAL PERFORMANCE

In this feature we ask elite coaches to help you
improve your practical grades. In this issue Josh
Cooprider: Head Coach - Worcester Wolves (BBL
National League) and Director of Coaching –
University of Worcester Basketball Academy (3-time
defending British University Champions) helps you
to become a shooting star.

It is essential for basketball players at an early age
(primary/secondary school level) in learning to shoot correctly and
practice intelligently.  Habits and skills of basketball players are
developed within the introduction/development phase of the game.
Regardless of the level of basketball player (e.g. beginner,
intermediate, advanced) correct shooting skills will provide the
player higher success rates within this essential skill.  That is why
there is a need for physical education teachers and youth
basketball coaches to understand the key or ‘Golden Rules of
Shooting’, as they will have in many cases first contact with
developing basketball players.

Most players shoot seven basic shots: 
1) one hand set shot, 2) free-throw, 3) lay-up, 4) jump shot, 5) the
hook shot, 6) 3-point shot and 7) the runner.  These shots all
contain basic elements of the ‘golden rules of shooting’ that are
discussed in this article, although the points give below are
concentrated on the set and jump shot.  

“Golden Rules of Shooting”
The key rules to a successful set or jump shot outlined here were
adopted from the Northwest Basketball Camps (NBC) in the United
States.  These rules have since been implemented by our
basketball academy and are used by our community coaches in
providing correct shooting fundamentals to all levels of basketball
players:

In implementing these points to basketball player(s), it is important
for the coach to demonstrate or have someone who can
demonstrate these points as they progress through this drill.  The
drill starts with the coach going through the first command of each
point listed above.  The coach gives the verbal command located
on the left side of the table (e.g. “Feet”); the player(s) perform the
correct action and confirm this by giving the verbal command
located in the middle column back to the coach (e.g. “Base”).
When the players can demonstrate successfully that they can
perform the correct action for the first point, the coach moves on to
the next point listed in the ‘Golden Rules’.  Once the player(s) have
demonstrated the correct action for all 9-points, an understanding
of the key elements to a fundamental shot will have occurred.  

Conclusion
Shooting cards can be made with the 9-points (Golden Rules)
listed.  When the player can demonstrate the correct action for
each point, then the coach or P.E. teacher can tick the box for each
point.  Once the player can demonstrate all 9-points correctly,
shooting drills should be implemented for the player to practice
and keep track of shot success rates for each particular drill.  With
the correct shooting techniques shown here within this article,
players and coaches should hopefully see improvements in the
most vital skill in the game of basketball!  

TASK:
How does the way that Basketball Shooting is taught/coached in this
way help Visual, Auditory and Kinaesthetic learners? Design a
‘Shooting Card’ for another sport of your choice.

Verbal Command
(Teacher)

Verbal Response and Action
(Student)

Description of Technique and
Visual Clues TICK

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

“Feet”

“Knees”

“Legs”

“Elbow”

“Wrist”

“Fingers”

“Off-hand”

“Eyes”

“Shot”

“Base”

“Bend”

“Strength”

“Over knee under the
basketball”

“Wrinkles”

“Pads”

“T”

“Radar”

“Show me the money”

(Players feet should be shoulder width
apart, balance should be weighted on
the balls of their feet)

(Players knees should be bent
comfortably in an athletic stance, this
will also serve as a source of power for
the shot.)

(The primary source of power from the
shot comes from the lower-body.
Players should slap the basketball on
their quadriceps muscles indicating the
source.)

(Player(s) take their shooting elbow and
position themselves into the shooting
pocket.  The basketball, shooting
elbow and knee should all align.

(Player(s) shooting hand should be
flexed back, if performed correctly,
player should see wrinkles in the back
of their shooting wrist and the ball
should rest comfortably on the
shooting hand alone.)

(Player(s) should have the basketball in
the fingers (pads) of their shooting
hand for more control.  A gap should
be noticeable between the ball and the
palm of the shooting hand.)

(Player(s) incorporate their off-hand to
the basketball.  Their thumbs on both
the shooting and off-hand should
formulate a “T” on the side of the
basketball if the correct hand
placement occurs.)

(Eyes should be focused on either the
centre front or back part of the
basketball rim at ALL times until the
shot is made or missed.)

(At this point, players are in the
fundamentally correct position to shoot
the basketball and hopefully better
results occur!)

Courtesy of Josh Cooprider; Head Coach – Worcester Wolves.

www.balls-sportsmagazine.co.uk

ALL IMAGES: COURTESY WORCESTER WOLVES

http://www.balls-sportsmagazine.co.uk
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Israel V England
Match Analysis
Israel Team Statistics England
0 Goals 0

0 1st Half Goals 0

1 Shots on Target 5

4 Shots off Target 6

0 Blocked Shots 7

1 Corners 7

21 Fouls 14

0 Offsides 3

2 Yellow Cards 2

0 Red Cards 0

68.2 Passing Success 81.2

22 Tackles 26

72.7 Tackles Success 80.8

31.8 Possession 68.2

42 Territorial Advantage 58

TASK 1:
Imagine you are the coach of one of the two teams. Using the data
above, what would you prioritise to work on in your next week of
training with the squad.

TASK 2:
What other information would you have liked to have had to inform
your coaching programme?

TASK 3:
Design a match analysis sheet that would enable you to gain this
information whilst watching a game of football.

TASK 4:
Use your sheet when you next watch a game (either on TV or the
college team). How effective was it? What changes would you make?

Opta Sportsdata is Europe’s leading compiler of sports performance data. The opta brand is now one of sports most recognised
names and is associated with reliability and credibility amongst fans and professionals alike. Opta technology has redefined the way in
which we understand and consume sport and is committed to innovate, entertain and educate.

www.optasportsdata.com

ALL IMAGES: GETTY IMAGES 
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HIGHER EDUCATION

The College of 
St Mark and St John 

Marjon Sports
Scholarships and
Bursaries

Question: Are you looking for a vocationally relevant sport
related degree; would you like to study on a small friendly campus,
close to the sea, moors and a vibrant growing city?

Answer: You can have all this and more by choosing Marjon to
study for your degree.

The School of Sport, Physical Education and Leisure (SSPEL) at
Marjon offers a number of sport related degrees.

You can study for a Combined BA (Hons) Degree in:
• Applied Sport Science and Coaching;
• Leisure & Recreation (minor route only);
• Outdoor Adventure and
• Sport Development.

• Single BA (Hons) Degree in:
• Coach & Physical Education and
• Sports Development.

• Single BSc (Hons) Degree in:
• Health, Exercise & Physical Activity.
• Applied Sport Science and Coaching

A BEd (Hons) in:
• Physical Education (Secondary).

A Post Graduate Certificate, Diploma or a Masters Degree in:
• Applied Sport Development.

Facilities
Marjon is a small, friendly, single campus College with excellent
sports facilities. These include a 25m swimming pool, fitness suite,
three sports halls, gymnasium, football and rugby pitches, squash
courts and large and small floodlit astro-turfs. In addition Marjon
has an onsite Sports Science Lab’ which is used to complement
teaching, research and provide support to local athletes and
community clubs.

Don’t just take our
word for it …
The 2005 Sunday Times University Guide describes Marjon as “one
of the smallest colleges in this guide but one of the best” it also
finished in the top-ten among full-time colleges in the 2005/6
National Student Survey with an exceptional 74.2% satisfaction
rating.

Okay, you’ve got me interested
what should I do next?

Check out our website for more information www.marjon.ac.uk or
come and visit us on one of Open Days! 

The 2007 Open Days will take place on: Thursday 21 June, Saturday
18 August and Saturday 13th October. Staff and students will be
available to answer your questions on courses or life at Marjon,
you will also have the opportunity to go on a guided tour of the
campus and college facilities. For further information please e-mail
liaison@marjon.ac.uk .We look forward to seeing you …

The College of St Mark and St John is a University College of Higher Education based in Plymouth,
Devon. Find out what life in Higher Education would be like studying for a sports-related degree.
Over the next few issues we will be looking in more detail at specific degrees that you may progress
onto following the completion of your current examinations.

Marjon has been offering a very successful Sports Scholarship and
Bursary Scheme for the past seven years. This has proved very
successful in providing elite athletes with a lot of support in
performing at the top level whilst completing their Degrees at the
College.We recognise that completing at national league level and
studying for a degree is very demanding, in terms of both time and
money, so Marjon students who are competing at the appropriate
level in our focus sports of basketball, rugby, hockey and netball
and women’s football are eligible to apply for these awards.
Scholarship and Bursary students also have free access to the
fitness suite and sport facilities, as well as being able to call on the
expertise and support available through staff in the Sports Science
Laboratory for their fitness testing and analysis.

The College has well established links to local clubs such as
Plymouth Raiders and Tamar Valley Cannons for basketball,
Plymouth Albion RFC, Plymouth Argyle FC and Plymouth Marjons
hockey and Netball Clubs, all of which provide opportunities for
talented students to play at national league level. Former students
such as Raiders Captain Gavin Love and Dean Williams, now with
Guildford Heat are all playing at the top level in the British
Basketball League along with current students such as Jeff Danchie.
In rugby, Luke Arscott graduated last year and played with
Plymouth Albion whilst studying for a Degree in Sports
Development before moving to Premiership side Bristol. All our
Scholarship and Bursary students also represent the College in the
British Universities competitions and several of the Marjon teams,
such as basketball and rugby compete in the Premier Leagues and
regularly finish in the top six in the country. Men’s and women’s
basketball and women’s basketball and women’s rugby teams have
also been National Champions over the past six years.

Outside the focus sports, students who are competing at National
level in others ports can apply for financial support from the
Champions Fund. Currently we have GB sprinter Kath Endacott and
Surf Kayaker Dave Jaggs, who is ranked number four in the world
along with several other students receiving support from the
Champions Fund.

For further details and information please contact Harry
Richardson, Director of Sport or Louise Chaves, Student Sport
Development Officer or visit the College website
www.marjon.ac.uk

Harry Richardson, Director of Sport – 
hrichardson@marjon.ac.uk 
01752 636879

Louise Chaves, Student Sport Development Officer –
lchaves@marjon.ac.uk 
01752 636784.

Student
Profile
Jeffery Danchie –
Basketball
Scholarship

Jeffery came to Marjon
from London having
played basketball for the
successful Hackney White
Heat. His London United
coach Tony Gabaleto
recommended to
Plymouth Raiders coach
Gary Stronach that Jeffery

be selected to play for Raiders whilst studying at Marjon.
A link between Marjon and Raiders already existed so the
partnership was perfect. Jeffery moved to Plymouth in
2004 and joined the BBL squad.

Jeffery is an integral part of Marjon’s BUSA team and has
been voted in as team captain for the last two years. He
has been selected to represent English Universities in the
Home Nations tournament and to take part in the Talented
Athlete Scholarship Scheme (TASS). The Marjon
Scholarship scheme has provided Jeffery with a mentor
that has helped him with the challenges of College life.
The combination of support offered has ensured that
Jeffery gets all the help he needs to become a top athlete.

Jeffery is now in his final year; he is concentrating on
College work but is also getting a lot of minutes with the
BBL team. Jeffery aspires to play basketball in Europe and
return to education to become a P.E. Teacher. Jeffery has
certainly developed since attending Marjon both as a
person and athlete.

“Before university all my goals and dreams were in
basketball but now I realise there is more to me than that
and I can be academic as well, it isn’t one or the other. At
Marjon I have had the best of both worlds with top class
coaching and lecturers who always take an interest in my
sport’.”

“Before university all my goals and dreams were in basketball
but now I realise there is more to me than that and I can be
academic as well, it isn’t one or the other”.

http://www.marjon.ac.uk
mailto:hrichardson@marjon.ac.uk
mailto:lchaves@marjon.ac.uk
mailto:liason@marjon.ac.uk
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ELLEN 
MaCARTHUR
answers your questions

1. How do you overcome the
loneliness of being at sea on your
own for so long? 

You don’t really feel lonely when you’re sailing alone
as you are focusing on the boat speed, your own
safety and also working the weather to your best
advantage. You also know that you are going to be out
there for a long time, so you are mentally prepared for
that, and in a funny way the time passes very
quickly… 

2. What is it that stops you from
giving up when you are really
struggling?

I am someone who is very focused and determined
and when I set my mind on something I will see it out
till the end. The race or records are like that too. They
are a journey, and to get through them you focus on
the finish. As a result, there is never ever a question of
giving up, as you are always working towards the
finish and that’s the overriding feeling.

3. You obviously need to be extremely
fit – what is your training programme
like, which elements of fitness are
important in your sport? 

Fitness training is a mixture of cardio and strength
work, it is a six out of seven day programme, and
incorporates three days of cardio – normally
swimming, running or cycling. The other three days
are gym work, lifting heavy weights, some stability
exercises and some balance work. I love to train, and I
like fitness work – it’s something that I really miss if I
am unable to train for any reason. My programme also
works around where I am and what I am doing, as I
have to travel a lot with my work, satisfying sponsor
commitments and completing other types of training.
As sailors we don’t have the luxury of a training
programme which is based in one place. So with our
running and cycling we often see a lot of the
countryside and cities around the places we are
working!

4. What technological
developments have you seen
during your time sailing? 

There have been so many they are almost
impossible to list.  Some of the big changes
though have been through the advancing
technologies of the hull structures of the boats to
make them lighter, therefore faster, the
communications equipment development –
allowing us to not only receive better weather
data, but also to communicate more via web-
cams, live tv interviews, and have to possibility to
phone home. That can be an advantage and
disadvantage though – sometimes it’s really hard
to record events and call home when things are
really very stressful.

5. How do you get your sleep
when at sea?

As and when you can – you live completely at the
mercy of the weather. If it is unsettled and
changeable then you simply don’t sleep… If the
weather is settled you have a better chance of
being able to sleep. But at the end of the day you
are sailing a boat which is sailing incredibly fast,
and which is never stopping. ~The whole mission
is to sail as fast as possible for the two and a half
months, anyone trying to sleep on B&Q no matter
how tired would really struggle!

6. What is your major source of
entertainment when at sea?

There is none – there is not even enough time to
sleep, let alone watch a DVD! It’s even difficult to
listen to music as you are stressed and nervous a
lot of the time and you need to hear every small
noise that the boat may make.

7. Who inspired you to start
sailing?

I tried it and loved it, and am still completely in
awe of the fact that you can set sail on a boat on
the shores of any continent, and sail to another
country, town or city using the power of nature,
and the wind…

Students from Long Road Sixth Form
College, Cambridge; Paignton
Community and Sports College and
South Dartmoor Community College,
both in Devon asked Ellen Macarthur
some questions to help their
understanding of examination PE.

TASK:
Ask your partner the questions below; they answer as
they think Ellen Macarthur would and have to explain
why they answered the way they did. How close were
their answers to Ellen’s?

ALL IMAGES: GETTY IMAGES 
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UP AND
COMING
This edition we feature Nick Thompson
as our London 2012 ‘tip for the top’. 

LONDON 2012
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Is the key to success as an elite sailor 'time in the water'?
Can you describe a typical week's training? 

Sailing is one of the most unpredictable sports I have ever come
across; there are so many factors that can contribute towards a
good performance (e.g. Diet, physical preparation, meteorology,
environment…) and also so many uncontrollable factors that can
influence the outcome. Therefore being out on the water means
that you can experience as many different situations as possible,
however I would say that it is not the sole key to being successful.
Like all sports self-determination, drive and the ambition to achieve
against all odds, is what I believe sets those that achieve apart
from all others. 

A typical training week would include 4 CV sessions on bike,
lasting roughly 2 hrs 3 weights training sessions for hypertrophy as
my body weight is down slightly on where it should be, muscular
endurance sessions on my lower body for hiking (technique in
sailing where you lean out to counteract the force produced by the
sail), Core stability and flexibility sessions at the end of each
weight session, and of course as much time on the water as I can
possibly fit in around my university commitments.  

Which components of fitness and psychological attributes
are vital for competitive Sailing?

Very good aerobic endurance, as the physical demands of a race

is huge. We typically compete for 1 hr 20 per race, have 3 races per
day, and have 5 days of competition. Having good anaerobic capacity
is also important as you are dipping into this system a lot for certain
events in a race, for example the first burst of the start line in strong
winds, or rounding marks. 

Good muscular strength and endurance also play a big part, as the
muscles used in sailing are vast and you are constantly recruiting
different ones all the time. This includes the core muscles as in the
hiking position you are using these to generate most of the power for
the body and using them to control the movements of the body in time
with the conditions. 

Having a good understanding of the psychological side to sailing is
huge, as very often races are not won purely on physical fitness alone
but more controlling your anxiety and dealing with adversity. Goal
setting and performance profiling also plays a big part as it can help
utilize your time on the water in training to the best of your ability, and
help keep things realistic in competition. 

You are currently studying for a BSc in Exercise and Sport, how
does this help your understanding of your sport and sport in
general?

Studying for a BSc in Exercise and Sports Sciences at Exeter University
is great as it allows me to associate with my support specialists i.e.
physiologists, physiotherapists and psychologists, and understand why

they are setting certain training programs suggesting certain exercises/
activities. This not only helps with my adherence to a program but also
my understanding of it.    

London 2012 must be a great incentive for you.  What are your
aims andgoals for 2012 and the years leading up to it?

London 2012 is always the driving force behind my training as it is
where I will try to achieve my ambition of Olympic Gold, however in
order to do this there is allot of work to be done. I am currently
focusing on Beijing 2008 and will try to qualify this summer, if I am
unsuccessful then I will learn from this and hopefully come the
qualification for 2012 I will be 100% ready. The key events every year
other than the Olympics are the World and European Championships,
there I will try to lay down the foundations to future success and see if
my training is paying off. 

What effects do you think London 2012 will have on your sport
in the years before and after the games?

London 2012 will have a big impact on my sport, as I believe that it will
make the sport more freely available to the public and will hopefully
increase participation rates and revenue. This can already be seen this
down in Weymouth (the site for the 2012 games) where classes are
being run for all levels, with great success. The site for the sailing at
the Games is already half built and this has made a grand
improvement on the training environment in which we operate, after the
Games it will leave a superb site for all to train and compete at.  

Did you do examination PE at your school? 

Yes, studying PE at school was great. The course gives a fantastic
insight in to the world of sport and what makes an athlete tick; I still
remember and refer back to things that I was taught in school PE now.  

How do you currently fund your training and participation at
such a high level? How beneficial has your sports scholarship at
university been for you?

The scholarship at Exeter University has made a huge impact on my
sailing and studying; without it I would not have been able to study and
sail. The university has also made some big amendments to my
course to accommodate for my commitments, this has allowed me to
train more and also keep on top of my work. 
My other funding comes in through the backing of my Governing Body
the RYA and UK Sport, who provides the best support available to all
the athletes in Skandia Team GBR. 
Without this support there is no way that any athletes would be able to
compete at their current level and I am certain that all the other athletes
in the team would back me on this. 

Which is your best sporting memory from a previous 
Olympic Games?

It has to be the showdown race between Brazilian Robert Scheidt and
GBR’s Ben Ainslie at the Sydney Olympics. There Ainslie and Scheidt
had a final race battle to see who took the Gold, in the end it was
Ainslie who was successful through some very impressive sailing and
tactics. This stuck as many people who have never even heard of
sailing knew about it and it has made the sport much more accessible
as it is now a little more in the public eye, also it was when I was
watching it that I thought… That is what I want! I have never thought
differently since.

Apart from yourself who is your tip for Olympic Gold in 
London 2012?

GB is currently the best sailing nation in the world, the wealth of talent
not only sits at the top but right through the ages, this means that in
years to come I am sure that we will see many faces who will have the
potential to medal in 2012. I will have to work hard to keep my game
ahead of the rest!

“Having a good understanding of
the psychological side to sailing is
huge, as very often races are not
won purely on physical fitness alone
but more controlling your anxiety
and dealing with adversity”.

ALL IMAGES: PROFESSIONAL SPORTS GROUP
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Will our change of name affect our performances? Well it didn’t do
Muhammad Ali any harm so expect us to win the title! The girls’ area also
showing the boys in their class that they know more about sport!

Like the prediction game? Well now you can play online at 
www.balls-sportsmagazine.co.ukand win your school a free Nike kit (see
back cover for more details).

Current Table.
1. Balls Magazine 42
2 Female Students 31
3. Teachers 25
4. Sports Stars 18
5    Male Students 3

Below are another 6 sporting predictions required for the next
couple of months, don’t let your teachers beat you!

The Line Up.
Sports Star; She may have come third in the last Sports Personality of the Year but
can Beth Tweddle improve the sports stars’ position?

Teacher: The first female teacher to take on the challenge, Claire Borkowski of Garth
Hill College, Bracknell. Will she succeed where Mr Carpenter and Mr Leggett have
failed?

Male Students: Josh Bull is striker for Havering Sixth Form College football team and
studying for his A2 Sport and PE. Can he drag the boys off the bottom?

Female Student: Natasha Ingram of Woodbridge School has taken time off from
completing her personal training programme coursework to keep the girls challenging
for the title.

Balls Magazine: ‘Easy’ ‘Easy’!

EVENT RULES
Sports
Stars     

Teachers
Male 

Students
Female

Students
BALLS

YOUR
PREDICTION

CORRECT RESULT POINTS

Who will win the
Champions League

Final?

10 points if
correct

Liverpool Man Utd Liverpool Liverpool Man Utd

Which Rugby Union
team will win the

Guinness Premiership
Final?

10 points if
correct

Gloucester Gloucester Leicester Tigers Leicester Tigers Leicester Tigers

Who will win the
Spanish Formula 1

Grand Prix? 

10 points if
correct

Alonso Kimi Räikkönen Alonso Kimi Räikkönen Lewis Hamilton

How many wickets will
Freddie Flintoff take in
the first test against

the West Indies?

10 points if
correct

5 8 5 3 0

Which Football team
will get promoted into
the premiership via the

playoffs?

10 points if
correct

Sunderland Sunderland
Preston North

End
West Brom West Brom

Which team will win
the NBA Final?

10 points if
correct

LA Lakers Dallas Mavericks
San Antonio

Spurs
LA Lakers LA Lakers

TOTAL POINTS MAX: 60

Prediction game...

Not happy with your group’s performance well come and have a go yourself! Email
us at info@balls-sportsmagazine.co.uk  (Subject: Predication Game).

Sample 14-16 Article 

Top 5 
Advances in
Technology; 
Sports Gear

Top 5 
Advances in
Technology; 
Sports Gear

Paul Marshallsaycontinues with hislook at Top 5’s. Thisedition he proposeshis Top 5 advancesin technology relatedto improvements insports gear.

The first lawn tennis rackets were bits of wood bent to the
right shape and stuck with animal glue.  These ash rackets
got a bit more advanced when they became machine made
and the glues became more advanced.  A variety of different
woods were used to make the rackets stronger and lighter,
but you can’t get past the fact that strong wood is heavy.

Bring on the design of the metal racket.  The first one
appeared in the 1950’s but they didn’t really catch on until the
1970’s when the great player Jimmy Connors started to use
one.  The rackets were generally two metal tubes bent into
shape and linked together.  

The development of Carbon Fibre (or graphite) revolutionised
tennis racket design.  It has several times the stiffness and
strength of steel, meaning light, powerful rackets.  The
production of these is far too complex to describe here, with
words like ‘thermoplastic matrix’ involved.  Suffice it to say
that when you pick up a large racket that weighs next to
nothing and hits the ball at great speed it’s come a long way
from a bit of bent ash.

old racket

new racket

Number 5

Tennis 

Rackets

http://www.balls-sportsmagazine.co.uk
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new trainers

REALLY OLD BALL

Number 1
Balls

Balls!  The majority of games need such things tobe played at all.  The golf ball, leather andfeathers, is now a complex mixture of differentmaterials inside a hard outer casing oftitanium and other alloys.  

Footballs fly off the boot andswerve with control and power,unlike the pig’s bladder that wasblown up and placed inside aleather surround.  It was stitchedup and didn’t exactly prove to beround.

Tennis balls started as spheres ofrubber, which would quickly becrushed out of shape.  The problem wasmade a little better with flannel around theoutside and still more with the centre beinghollowed out.  Thus the modern tennis ball wasborn.

Balls of all varieties have been improved to thepoint that they are not particularly noticed withinthe games we play and watch.  They are reliableand add to the enjoyment without particularstardom.  Without the ball and its development thesporting world would be a lesser place! (We hopethat ‘Balls’ has been your number one! We aresure that Balls Magazine will be!)

TASK
Task: In groups of 4, one member of each group
draw up your own top 5 for the following topics;
1. Advances in technology; Media presentation of sport e.g. ‘Player Cam’.
2. Advances in technology; Sporting facilities e.g. Underwater cameras in 

swimming pools.
3. Advances in technology; Training aids e.g. Climatic chambers 
4. Advances in technology; Competition e.g. Photo finishes.

Balls Magazine 14-16 launches in September
07, see order form on cover pullout

Number 4

Sports 

Shoes

Number 2

Golf 

Clubs

Trainers, spikes, boots and shoes.  Without these we simply
wouldn’t be able to play most sports.  

The Ancient Greeks were known to have developed an
athletics sandal.  It meant that the athletes gained more
traction and were therefore propelled forwards with greater
force, obviously giving them an advantage.  This was the
forerunner to spikes, worn by all competitors in athletics
competitions.  It could also be seen as the first shoe designed
specifically for use in sport.

The trainer is a mainstay of modern society.  Fashionable and
essential, it is the most used sports shoe of all.  Pumped
soles, air, blades and a huge variety of different gimmicks for
running and playing all sorts of sports make it a far cry from
the simple sandal.

Sports shoes have to be in the top 5, how else would you
stand up on a muddy Sunday if the stud had not been thought
up?

500 years ago golf was played with simple hand made clubs and balls that were old leather
full of feathers.  The majority of the clubs were ‘woods’: A stick with a shaped lump stuck
or shaped onto the end.  The design improved very quickly, with different lofts being used
so that the ball would travel a certain distance (if you were lucky).  Then the ‘iron’ was
developed, a club generally used for digging the ball out of tricky spots.  The head of this
was made of, you’ve guessed it, iron!

Golf is probably the sport that had the most innovation at such an early time.  It is, after all,
a sport where better tools makes a player feel like they will improve.  The sport was also
one of the earliest where professionalism took hold and a good living (not quite the millions
of nowadays) could be made from prize money.  During the early 20th century the game
changed rapidly.

Shafts moved from hickory to steel to graphite, heads became grooved and more effective
shapes were used in design.  Golf always has been one of the most experimental and
innovative games around, a point proved by some of the wacky clubs that you can see in
your local golf shop.

golf

Number 3

Skis

Modern skis come in an amazing array of different styles: racing, all-mountain,
twin-tip, blades and fat to name just a few.  That’s not to mention all of the
offshoots from what began as a simple plank of wood.  Snowboarders would
never be riding goofy without the humble ski having been developed.

The first skis were thought to have been used as a means of transport by hunter
gatherers over 4000 years ago.  But it was the Scandinavians who started to ski in
the way that we would now recognise, i.e. downhill.  They used the telemark style,
a weird one knee down approach that you might sometimes still see someone
showing off on a European Piste.

Wooden skis made way for plastics metals and carbon fibre over the last 40 years.
Relatively straight, long skis (very fashionable in the 1980’s) have made way for
much shorter, shaped for turning skis.  The bindings have also changed beyond
recognition, going from being tied onto the leg to incredibly sophisticated release
mechanisms.

Skis started out as branches from trees to help hunters get around in the snow,
they have now developed into being part of the fastest non-mechanised sport in
the world.

Balls Magazine 14-16 launches in September
07, see order form on cover pullout
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TRAINING PROGRAMMES INFORMATION PROCESSING

1. Split your group into 3 different groups.

2. Each group take responsibility for one of the performers shown
(Rock Climber, Kite Surfer or Skeleton Bob)

3. Cut out the performer you are concentrating on and stick them on a
piece of A3 paper.

4. Write down ‘what physical indicators do these performers need in
order to be successful?’ (E.g. for the Skeleton Bob athlete you may
start with ‘needs an explosive start’)

5. Leave your sheet and move around to another group’s sheet. Look
at their performer and see what they have written. You now have to
write ‘which components of fitness are needed to achieve this?’ (E.g.
following on from the example provided you may write ‘power in the
legs’)

6. Again move around to the final sheet. Spend some time reading the
previous group’s work and now add ‘which methods of training would
be most suitable to improve the components of fitness listed?’ (E.g.
following on from the example provided you may write ‘weight training’.

7. Finally move back to your original sheet. Again spend time reading
the previous contributions. Now you must pick at least one of the
training methods suggested and add more detail to it. (E.g. for ‘weight
training to develop power in the legs’ you would need to put
information which includes ‘which exercises’, ‘how many sets and
reps’, ‘how much rest between sets’, and ‘how often to be done in a
week’)

8. Present your training session to the rest of the groups explaining
why you think it is specific to your athlete.

IDEA: Use music when the groups are working on the tasks.
This may also be used to ‘time’ how long they spend on each
task.

POSTER TASKS
INPUT:
List the information that you would
receive as the defender (think about
sights and sounds). 

•

•

•

•

•

Decide which information is important
and which should we try and ignore
(selective attention)?

OUTPUT:
Once we have processed this information and made a
decision, our muscles then move to produce the output. Take
one of the situations above and the decision you made: What
would be the techniques of a successful output?

Decision made:

How to perform it successfully:
•
•
•
•

FEEDBACK:
This is information that we receive during and after the output
is performed. Provide an example from basketball of the
following;

Knowledge of Results:

Knowledge of Performance:

Internal Feedback: 

External Feedback:

DECISION-MAKING:
We will select our movement based on
what information we take in and
comparing it to similar situations stored
in our memory.  This perception would
then lead us to make a decision. What
would you decide to do if the attacker;

Shot?

Passed?

Tried to lay up?

What information is stored in your 
long-term memory?

•
•
•

Imagine you are the defender in the photo.
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Teaching
theory
through
practical
Students often understand theoretical concepts better if
it is taught using practical examples. This does not
necessarily mean that it must be delivered in a practical
environment. This new feature of the magazine will
provide ideas on how the traditional examination
‘classroom’ lesson can incorporate ‘practical’ elements to
aid student learning.

TOPIC: TYPES OF
GUIDANCE.

Lesson Plan.

Equipment needed: A golf putter, a
target (golf putter returner/chalk
circle/coffee mug), and three copies of
a ‘putting in golf’ coaching sheet.

• On this occasion do not share the 
lesson objectives or content with your
students!

• Ask the group who considers 
themselves a good golfer

• Select approximately 3 of these 
students and tell them that they will 
be coaching golf putting to 3 
beginners.

• Send the coaches out of the room with
their coaching sheets to prepare. (Try
http://www.golflink.com/golf-
tips/tips/#putting or a golf coaching 
book to find a suitable article).

• Now tell the group that you will be 
looking at 3 different methods the 
coaches may use to coach the 
beginners;Visual Guidance,Verbal 
Guidance and Manual/Mechanical 
Guidance. Briefly explain these 
methods to your group and ask them 
to write them as headings and to 
write down examples of when they 
see the coaches using these methods.

• Call the coaches in one by one and 
give them a couple of minutes to 
coach their beginner.

• Recap with everyone on the methods 
used. For example did they; use 
demonstrations (visual), show the 
pictures on their sheet (Visual), give 
instructions and advice (verbal), or 
did they physically move the 
performer’s hands/putter (manual)?

Extension Tasks.

1. What other examples can you think
of how these methods may be used?
(E.g.Video Footage)

2. What do you think is required in
order for the 3 methods to be
successful? (E.g. How much verbal
instruction should be delivered at one
time?)

3. Consider a skill of your choice; how
would you use the 3 methods to
successfully coach that skill to a
beginner?

LEARNING SKILLS
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WIN A NIKE
TEAM KIT FOR
YOUR SCHOOL

Nike Kit kindly Supplied by
Sportswear International Limited, Unit 4 Rokeby Court,

Manor Park, Runcorn, Cheshire,WA7 1RW
Email: sales@sportswearinternational.com,
Website: www.sportswearinternational.com

Our version of fantasy league is FREE to
enter and asks you to predict a variety of

events in the sporting calendar.

The person or school at the top of the league in
February ‘08 wins a personalised Nike Rugby or

Football kit for their school.

To enter your predictions visit
www.balls-sportsmagazine.co.uk

Terms and Conditions
Entrants may only be submitted by teachers and students. Balls Magazine Ltd
reserves the right to use entries, in whatever format or medium, whether printed,
electronic or otherwise, without payment. Prizes are as stated and no alternatives
will be offered. The editor’s decision is final and no correspondence will be entered
into. By entering this competition you grant permission for Balls Magazine Ltd to
advertise the competition in any publication they decide.

JUNE SPORT PREDICTION POINTS

2nd 

2nd 

6th 

7th – 11th 

10th 

11th – 17th 

14th – 17th 

15th – 19th 

17th 

28th 

10

10

10

10

10

5

15

15

10

15

Horse Racing

Rugby Union

Football

Cricket

F1

Tennis

Golf

Cricket

F1

Cricket 

What number horse will win The Derby?

How many points will England score 
v South Africa?

How many goals will be scored in the game
between Faroe Islands V Scotland?

How many wickets will Monty Panesar
take in the 3rd Test England 

V West Indies?

Who will finish 2nd in the Canadian
Grand Prix

Will Andy Murray reach the semi final of
the Stella Artois Championship at

Queen’s?

What score will win the US Open 
Golf Championship?

How many LBWs will be given in the 4th
Test England V West Indies?

Who will win the Indianapolis Grand Prix?

How many sixes scored in the 20 – 20
match between England V West Indies

mailto:sales@sportswearinternational.com
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